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P R E F A C E . 
In all ages 

of the world, 
and in all 
countries, 
men have in
dulged in "so
cial drinks." 
They have al
ways possess
ed themselves 
of some popu
lar beverage 
apart from 
water and 
those of the 
breakfast and 
tea table. 
Whether it is 
judicious that 
mankind 
should con

tinue to indulge in such things, or whether it would be wiser to abstain 
from all enjoyments of that character, it is not our province to decide. 
We leave that question to the moral philosopher. We simply contend 
that a relish for "social drinks" is universal; that those drinks exist in 
greater variety in the United States than in any other country in the 
world; and that he, therefore, who proposes to impart to these drink 
not only the most palatable but the most wholesome characteristics of 
which they may be made susceptible, is a genuine public benefactor. 
That is exactly our object in introducing this little volume to the public. 
We do not propose to persuade any man to drink, for instance, a punch, 
or a julep, or a cocktail, who has never happened to make the acquaint
ance of those refreshing articles under circumstances calculated to induce 
more intimate relations; but we do propose to instruct those whose " in
timate relations" in question render them somewhat fastidious, in the 
daintiest fashions thereunto pertaining. 

We very well remember seeing one day in London, in the rear of the 
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Bank of England, a small drinking saloon that had been set up by a 
peripatetic American, at the door of which was placed a board covered 
with the unique titles of the American mixed drinks supposed to be pre
pared within that limited establishment. The "Connecticut eye-open
ers" and "Alabama fog-cutters," together with the " lightning-smashe3" 
and the "thunderbolt-cocktails," created a profound sensation in the 
crowd assembled to peruse the Nectarian bill of fare, if they did not 
produce custom. It struck us, then, that a list of all the social drinks 
—the composite beverages, if we may call them so—of America, would 
really be one of the curiosities of jovial literature; and that if it waa 
combined with a catalogue of the mixtures common to other nations, 
and made practically useful by the addition of a concise description of 
the various processes for " brewing" each, it would be a " blessing to 
mankind." There would be no excuse for imbibing, with such a book at 
hand, the "villainous compounds" of bar-keeping Goths and Vandals, 
who know no more of the amenities of ion vivant existence than a Hot
tentot can know of the bouquet of champagne. 

"There's philosophy," says Father Tom in the drama, "eyen in a jug 
of punch." We claim the credit of "philosophy teaching by example," 
then, to no ordinary extent in the composition of this volume; for our 
index exhibits the title of eighty-six different kinds of punches, together 
with a universe of cobblers, juleps, bitters, cups, slings, shrubs, &c. each 
and all of which the reader is carefully educated how to concect in the 
choicest manner. For the perfection of this education, the name, alone, 
of Jerry Thomas is a sufficient guarantee. He has travelled Europe and 
America in search of all that is recondite in this branch of the spirit art. 
He has been the Jupiter Olympus of the bar at the Metropolitan Hotel 
in this city. He was the presiding deity at the Planter's House, St. 
Louis. He has been the proprietor of one of the most recherche saloons 
in New Orleans as well as in New York. His very name is synonymous 
in the lexicon of mixed drinks, with all that is rare and original. To 
the "Wine Press," edited by P. S. Cozzens, Esq., we are indebted for 
the composition of several valuable punches, and among them we may 
particularize the celebrated "Nuremburgh," and the equally famous 
" Philadelphia Pish House" punch. The rest we owe to the inspiration 
of Jerry Thomas himself, and as he is as inexorable as the Medes and 
Persians in his principle that no excellent drink can be made out of 
any thing but excellent materials, we conceive that we are safe in assart
ing that whatever may be prepared after his instructions will he able to 
speak eloquently for itself. " Good wine needs no bush," Shakespears 
tells us and over one of Jerry's mixtures eulogy is quite as redundant 
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HOW TO MIX DRINKS, 

OR, 

THE BON-VIVANT'S COMPANION. 

1. PUNCH. 
To make punch of any sort in perfection, the ambrosial 

essence of the lemon must be extracted by rubbing lumps 
of sugar on the rind, which breaks the delicate little vessels 
that contain the essence, and at the same time absorbs it. 
This, and making the mixture sweet and strong, using tea 
instead of water, and thoroughly amalgamating all the com
pounds, so that the taste of neither the bitter, the sweet, the 
spirit, nor the element, shall be perceptible one over the 
other, if the grand secret, only to be acquired by practice. 

In making hot toddy, or hot punch, you must put in the 
spirits before the water: in cold punch, grog, & c., the 
other way. 

The precise portions of spirit and water, or even of the 
acidity and sweetness, can have no general rule, as scarcely 
two persons make punch alike. 
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2. Brandy Punch. 
(Use large bar glass.) 

1 table-spoonful raspberry syrup. 
2 do. white sugar. 
1 wine-glass water. 

1 1/2 do. brandy. 
1/2 small-sized lemon. 
2 slices of orange. 
1 piece of pine-apple. 
Fill the tumbler with shaved ice, shake well, and dress. 

the top with berries in season ; sip through a straw. 

3. Brandy Punch. 
(For a party of twenty.) 

1 gallon of water. 
8 quarts of brandy. 
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1/2 pint of Jamaica rum. 
2 lbs. of sugar. 
Juice of 6 lemons. 
3 oranges sliced. 
1 pine-apple, pared, and cut up, 
1 gill of Curaçoa. 
2 gills of raspberry syrup. 
Ice, and add berries in season. 
Mix the materials well together in a large bowl, and 

you have a splendid punch. 

4. Mississippi Punch. 
(Use large bar glass.) 

1 wine-glass of brandy. 
1/2 do. Jamaica rum. 
1/2 do. Bourbon whiskey. 
1/2 do. water. 

1 1/2 table-spoonful of powdered white sugar. 
1/4 of a large lemon. 
Fill a tumbler with shaved ice. 
The above must be well shaken, and to those who like 

their draughts "like linked sweetness long drawn out," 
let them use a glass tube or straw to sip the nectar 
through. The top of this punch should be ornamented 
with small pieces of orange, and berries in season. 

5. Hot Brandy and R u m Punch. 
(For a party of fifteen.) 

1 quart of Jamaica rum. 
1 do. Cognac brandy. 
1 lb. of white loaf-sugar. 
4 lemons. 
3 quarts of boiling water. 
1 teaspoonful of nutmeg. 
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Rub the sugar over the lemons until it has absorbed all 

the yellow part of the skins, then put the sugar into a 
punch-bowl; add the ingredients well together, pour over 
them the boiling water, stir well together; add the rum, 
brandy and nutmeg ; mix thoroughly, and the punch will 
be ready to serve. As we have before said, it is very im
portant, in making good punch, that all the ingredients 
are thoroughly incorporated; and, to insure success, the 
process of mixing must be diligently attended to. Allow 
a quart for four persons; but this information must be 
taken cum grano salis ; for the capacities of persons for 
this kind of beverage are generally supposed to vary con
siderably . 

6. Irish "Whiskey Punch. 

This is the genuine Irish beverage. It is generally made 
one-third pure whiskey, two-thirds boiling water, in which 
the sugar has been dissolved. If lemon punch, the rind 
.s rubbed on the sugar, and a small proportion of juice 
added before the whiskey is poured in. 

7. Cold Whiskey Punch. 

(For a party.) 

This beverage ought always to be made with boiling 
water, and allowed to concoct and cool for a day or two 
before it is put on the table. In this way, the materials 
get more intensely amalgamated than cold water and cold 
whiskey ever get As to the beautiful mutual adaptation 
of cold rum and cold water, that is beyond all praise, being 
one of Nature's most exquisite achievements. (See " Glas
gow Punch" No. 29.) 

* Irish whiskey is not fit to drink until it is three years old. The 
best whiskey for this purpose is Kenahan's L. whiskey. 
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8. Scotch Whiskey Punch. 
Steep the thin yellow shavings of lemon peel in the 

whiskey, which should be Glenlivet or Islay, of the best 
quality; the sugar should be dissolved in boiling water. 
As it requires genius to make whiskey punch, it would be 
impertinent to give proportions. (See " Spread Eagle 
Punch," No. 39.) 

9. Whiskey Punch. 

(Use small bar glass.) 

1 wine-glass whiskey (Irish or Scotch). 
2 do. boiling water. 
Sugar to taste. 
Dissolve the sugar well with 1 wine-glass of the water 

then pour in the whiskey, and add the balance of the water, 
sweeten to taste, and put in a small piece of lemon rind, 
or a thin slice of lemon. 

10. Gin Punch. 

(Use large bar glass.) 

1 table-spoonful of raspberry syrup. 
2 do. do. white sugar. 
1 wine-glass of water. 
1 1/2 do. gin. 
1/2 small-sized lemon. 
2 slices of orange. 
1 piece of pine-apple. 
Fill the tumbler with shaved ice. 
Shake well, and ornament the top with berries in season 

Sip through a glass tube or straw. 
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11. Gin Punch. 
(From a recipe by Soyer.) 

1/2 pint of old gin. 
1 gill of maraschino. 
The juice of two lemons. 
The rind of half a lemon. 
Four ounces of syrup. 
1 quart bottle of German Seltzer water. 
Ice well. 

12. Champagne Punch, (Per bottle) 

1 quart bottle of wine. 
i lb. of sugar. 
1 orange sliced. 
The juice of a lemon. 
3 slices of pine apple. 
1 wine-glass of raspberry or strawberry syrup. 
Ornament with fruits in season, and serve in champagne 

goblets. 
This can be made in any quantity by observing the pro

portions of the ingredients as given above. Four bottles 
of wine make a gallon, and a gallon is generally sufficient 
for fifteen persons in a mixed party. For a good cham
pagne punch, see "Rocky Mountain Punch," No. 43. 

13. Sherry Punch. 
(Use large bar glass.) 

2 wine-glasses of sherry. 
1 table-spoonful of sugar. 
2 or 3 slices of orange. 
2 do. do. lemon. 
Fill tumbler with shaved ice, shake well, and ornament 

with berries in season. Sip through a straw. 
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14. Claret Punch. 

(Use large bar glass.) 

1 1/2 table-spoonful of sugar. 
1 slice of lemo 
2 or 3 do. orange. 
Fill the tumbler with shaved ice, and then pour in your 

claret, shake well, and ornament with berries in season. 
Place a straw in the glass. To make a quantity of claret 
punch, see "Imperial Punch," No. 41. 

15. Sauterne Punch. 

(Use large bar glass.) 

The same as claret punch, using Sauterne instead of 
claret. 

16 Port Wine Punch. 
(Use largo bar glass.) 

The same as claret punch, using port wine instead of 
claret, and o ament with berries in season. 

17. Vanilla Punch. 
(Use large bar glass.) 

1 table-spoonful of sugar. 
1 wine-glass of brandy. 
The juice of 1/4 of a lemon. 
Fill the tumbler with shaved ice, shake well, ornament 

with one or two slices of lemon, and flavor with a few 
drops of vanilla extract. 

This is a delicious drink, and should be imbibed through 
a glass tube or straw. 
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18. Pine-Apple Punch. 
(For a party of ten.) 

4 bottles of champagne. 
1 pint of Jamaica rum. 
1 do. brandy. 
1 gill of Curaçoa. 
Juice of 4 lemons. 
4 pine-apples sliced. 
Sweeten to taste with pulverized white sugar. 
Put the pine-apple with one pound of sugar in a glass 

bowl, and let them stand until the sugar is well soaked in 
the pine-apple, then add all the other ingredients, except 
the champagne. Let this mixture stand in ice for about 
an hour, then add the champagne. Place a large block 
of ice in the centre of the bowl, and ornament it with loat 
sugar, sliced orange, and other fruits in season. 

Serve in champagne glasses. 
Pine-apple punch is sometimes made by adding sliced 

pine-apple to brandy punch. 

19. Orgeat Punch. 

(Use large bar glass.) 

l 1/2 table-spoonful of orgeat syrup. 
1 1/2 wine-glass of brandy. 
Juice of 1/2 a lemon, and fill the tumbler with shaved ice 
Shake well, ornament with berries in season, and dasl 

port wine on top. 
Place the straw, as represented in cut of mint julep. 
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20. Curaçoa Punch. 
(Use large bar glass.) 

1 tablespoonful of sugar. 
1 wine-glass of brandy. 
1/2 do. do. Jamaica rum. 
1 do. do. water. 
1/2 pony glass of Curaçoa. 
The juice of half a lemon 
Fill the tumbler with shaved ice, shake well, and orna

ment with fruits of the season; sip the nectar through a 
straw. 

21. Roman Punch. 
(Use large bar glass.) 

1 table-spoonful of sugar. 
1 do. do. raspberry syrup. 
1 tea-spoonful of Curaçoa. 
1 wine-glass of Jamaica rum. 
1/2 do. do. brandy. 
The juice of half a lemon. 
Fill with shaved ice, shake well, dash with port wine, 

and ornament with fruits in season. Imbibe through a 
straw. 

22. Milk Punch. 
(Use large bar glass.) 

1 table-spoonful of fine white sugar. 
2 do. water. 
1 wine-glass of Cognac brandy. 
1/2 do. Santa Cruz rum. 
1/3 Tumblerful of shaved ice. 
Fill with milk, shake the ingredients well together, and 

grate a little nutmeg on top. 
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23. Hot Milk Punch, 

(Use large bar glass.) 

This punch is made the same as the above, with the ex-
ception that hot milk is used, and no ice. 

24. English Milk Punch. 

I at the following ingredients into a very clean pitcher, 
viz.: 

The juice of six lemons. 
The rind of two do. 
1 lb. of sugar. 
1 pine-apple, peeled, sliced and pounded. 
6 cloves. 
20 coriander seeds. 
1 small stick of cinnamon. 
1 pint of brandy. 
1 do rum. 
*1 gill of arrack. 
1 cup of strong green tea. 
1 quart of boiling water. 
The boiling water to be added last; cork this down to 

prevent evaporation, and allow these ingredients to steep 
for at least six hours; then add a quart of hot milk and 
the juice of two lemons ; mix, and filter through a jelly-
bag ; and when the punch has passed bright, put it away 
in tight-corked bottles. This punch is intended to be iced 
for drinking. 

25. English Milk Punch. 
(Another method.) 

This seductive and nectareous drink can also be made 
by the directions herewith given: 

To two quarts of water add one quart of milk. Mix one 
* See No. 50. 
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quart of old Jamaica rum with two of French brandy, and 
put the spirit to the milk, stirring it for a short time ; let 
it stand for an hour, but do not suffer any one of delicate 
appetite to see the mélange in its present state, as the sight 
might create a distaste for the punch when perfected. Filter 
through blotting-paper into bottles ; and should you find 
that the liquid is cloudy, which it should not be, you may 
clarify it by adding a small portion of isinglass to each 
bottle. The above receipt will furnish you with half a 
dozen of punch. 

26. Punch à la Ford. 

(A recipe from Benson E. Hill, Esq., author of The Epicure's Almanac.) 

The late General Ford, who for many years was the 
commanding engineer at Dover, kept a most hospitable 
board, and used to make punch on a large scale, after the 
following method: 

He would select three dozen of lemons, the coats of 
which were smooth, and whose rinds were not too thin; 
these he would peel with a sharp knife into a large earthen 
vessel, taking care that none of the rind should be detach
ed but that portion in which the cells are placed, contain
ing the essential oil; when he had completed the first part 
of the process, he added two pounds of lump-sugar, and 
stirred the peel and sugar together with an oar-shaped 
piece of wood, for nearly half an hour, thereby extracting 
a greater quantity of the essential oil. Boiling water was 
next poured into the vessel, and the whole well stirred, 
until the sugar was completely dissolved. The lemons were 
then cut and squeezed, the juice strained from the kernels; 
these were placed in a separate jug, and boiling water 
poured upon them, the general being aware that the pips 
were enveloped in a thick mucilage, full of flavor; half the 
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lemon juice was now thrown in; and as soon as the ker
nels were free from their transparent coating, their liquor 
was strained and added. 

The sherbet was now tasted ; more acid or more sugar 
applied as required, and care taken not to render the 
lemonade too watery. " Rich of the fruit, and plenty of 
sweetness," was the general's maxim. The sherbet was 
then measured, and to every three quarts a pint of Cognac 
brandy and a pint of old Jamaica rum were allotted, the 
spirit being well stirred as poured in; bottling immediately 
followed, and, when completed, the beverage was kept in 
a cold cellar, or tank, till required. At the general's table 
I have frequently drunk punch thus made, more than six 
months old; and found it much improved by time and a 
cool atmosphere. 

27. Punch. Jelly. 

Make a good bowl of punch, à la Ford, already de
scribed. To every pint of punch add an ounce and a half 
of isinglass, dissolved in a quarter of a pint of water (about 
half a tumbler full); pour this into the punch whilst quite 
hot, and then fill your moulds, taking care that they are 
not disturbed until the jelly is completely set. 

Orange, lemon, or calf's-foot jelly, not used at dinner, 
can be converted into punch jelly for the evening, by fol
lowing the above directions, only taking care to omit a 
portion of the acid prescribed in making the sherbet. 

This preparation is a very agreeable refreshment on a 
cold night, but should be used in moderation ; the strength 
of the punch is so artfully concealed by its admixture with 
the gelatine, that many persons, particularly of the softer 
sex, have been tempted to partake so plentifully of it as to 
render them somewhat unfit for waltzing or quad rilling 
after supper. 
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28. Gin Punch. (For bottling.) . 

Following General Ford's plan, as already described, 
for making sherbet, add good gin, in the proper propor
tion before prescribed; this, bottled and kept in a coo] 
cellar or cistern, will be found an economical and excellent 
summer drink. 

29. Glasgow Punch. 

(From a recipe in the possession of Dr. Shelton Mackenzio 

Melt lump-sugar in cold water, with the juice of a couple 
of lemons, passed through a fine hair-strainer. This is 
sherbet, and must be well mingled. Then add old Ja
maica rum—one part of rum to five of sherbet. Cut a 
couple of limes in two, and run each section rapidly around 
the edge of the jug or bowl, gently squeezing in some of 
the delicate acid This done, the punch is made. Imbibe. 

30. Regent 's Punch. 

(For a party of twenty.) 

The ingredients for this renowned punch are:— 
3 bottles champagne. 
1 do. Hockheimer. 
1 do. Curaçoa. 
1 do. Cognac. 
1/2 do. Jamaica rum. 
2 do. Madeira. 
2 do. Seltzer, or plain soda-water. 
4 lbs. bloom raisins. 
To which add oranges, lemons, rock candy, and instead 

of water, green tea to taste. Refrigerate with all the 
icy power of the Arctic. 
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3 1 . Regent's Punch. 
(Another recipe.) 

(From the Bordeaux Wine and Liquor Guide.) 

1 1/2 pint, each, strong hot green tea, lemon juice, and 
capillaire.* 

1 pint, each, rum, brandy, arrack, and Curaçoa. 
1 bottle of champagne; mix, and slice a pine-apple into it, 
For still another method of compounding this celebrated 

punch, see recipe No. 274, in the Appendix at the end of 
the book. 

32 . Raspberry Punch. 

(From a recipe in the Bordeaux Wine and Liquor Guide.) 

1 1/2 gill of raspberry juice, or vinegar. 
3/4 lb. lump-sugar. 
3 1/2 pints of boiling water. 
Infuse half an hour, strain, add pint of porter, 3/4 to 1 

pint, each, of rum and brandy (or either 1 1/2 to 2 pints), 
and add more warm water and sugar, if desired weaker or 
sweeter. A liqueur of glass of Curaçoa, noyau, or maras
chino, improves it. 

33 . National Guard 7th Regiment Punch. 
(Use large bar glass.) 

1 table-spoonful of sugar. 
The juice of a 1/4 of a lemon. 
1 wine-glass of brandy. 
1 do. do. Catawba wine. 
Flavor with raspberry syrup. 
Fill the glass with shaved ice. Shake and mix thorough. 

* See recipes Nos. 65 and 66 
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ly, then ornament with slices of orange, pineapple, and 
berries in season, and dash with Jamaica rum. This de
licious beverage should be imbibed through a straw. 

34. St. Charles' Punch. 
(Use large bar glass.) 

1 table-spoonful of sugar. 
1 wine-glass of port wine. 
1 pony do. brandy. 
The juice of 1/4 of a lemon. 
Fill the tumbler with shaved ice, shake well, and orre 

ment with fruits in season, and serve with a straw 

35. 69th Regiment Punch. 
(In earthen mug.) 

1/2 wine-glass of Irish whiskey. 
1/2 do. do. Scotch do. 
1 tea-spoonful of sugar. 
1 piece of lemon. 
2 wine-glasses of hot water. 
This is a capital punch for a cold night. 

36. Louisiana Sugar-House Punch. 

(From a recipe in the possession of Colonel T. B. Thorpe.) 

To one quart of boiling syrup, taken from the kettles, 
add whiskey or brandy to suit the "patient." Flavor 
with the juice of sour oranges. 

37. Dry Punch. 
(From a recipe by Santina, the celebrated Spanish caterer.) 

2 gallons of brandy. 
1 do. water. 
1/2 do. tea. 

2 
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1 pint of Jamaica rum. 
1/2 do. Curaçoa. 
Juice of six lemons. 
1 1/2 1 b . white sugar. 
Mix thoroughly, and strain, as already described in the 

recipe for "Punch à la Ford," adding more sugar and 
lemon juice, if to taste. Bottle, and keep on ice for three 
or four days, and the punch will be ready for use, but the 
longer it stands, the better it gets. 

8 bottles of champagne, iced. 
1 bottle of Cognac. 
6 oranges. 
1 pineapple. 
Slice the oranges and pineapples in a bowl, pour the 

Cognac over them, and let them steep for a couple of 
hours, then in with the champagne and serve immediately. 

39. The Spread Eagle Punch. 

1 bottle of Islay whiskey. 
1 bottle Monongahela. 
Lemon peel, sugar and—boiling water at discretion. 

38. La Patria Punch. 

(For a party of twenty.) 

(From a recipe in the possession of H. P. Leland, Esq.) 

40. Rochester Punch. 

(For a party of twenty.) 
(From a recipe in the possession of Roswell Hart Raq.) 

2 bottles of sparkling Catawba. 
2 do. do. Isabella. 
1 do. Sauterne. 
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2 wine glasses of maraschino. 
2 do. do. Curaçoa. 
Fill the tranquil bowl with ripe strawberries. Should 

the strawberry season be over, or under, add a few drops 
of extract of peach or vanilla. 

41. Imperial Punch. 

1 bottle of claret. 
1 do. soda-water. 
4 table-spoonfuls of powdered white sugar. 
1/4 teaspoonful of grated nutmeg. 
1 liqueur glass of maraschino. 
About 1/2 lb. of ice. 
3 or 4 slices of cucumber rind. 
Put all the ingredients into a bowl or pitcher and mix 

well. 

42. Thirty-Second Regiment or Victoria Punch. 

(For a party of twenty.) 

(Recipe from the late We H. Herbert, Esq.) 

6 lemons, in slices. 
1/2 gallon of brandy. 
1/2 do. Jamaica rum. 
1 lb. of white sugar. 
1 3/4 quart of water. 
1 pint of "boiling milk. 
Steep the lemons for twenty-four hours in the brandy 

and rum; add the sugar, water and milk, and when well 
mixed, strain through a jelly-bag. 

This punch may be bottled, and used afterward hot or 
cold. 

Half she above quantity, or even less, may be made, as 
this recipe is for a party of twenty. 
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43. R o c k y Mountain Punch. 
(For a mixed party of twenty.) 

(From a recipe in the possession of Major James Foster.) 

This delicious punch is compounded as follows : 
5 bottles of champagne. 
1 quart of Jamaica rum. 
1 pint of maraschino. 
6 lemons, sliced. 
Sugar to taste. 
Mix the above ingredients in a large punch-bowl, then 

place in the centre of the bowl a large square block of ice, 
ornamented on top with rock candy, loaf-sugar, sliced 
lemons or oranges, and fruits in season. This is a splendid 
punch for New Year's Day. 

44. Punch Grassot. 

(The following recipe was given by M. Grassot, the eminent French c*»-*»-ian of 
the Palais Royal, to Mr. Howard Paul, the celebrated "Entertainer," when per 
forming in Paris.) 

1 wine-glass of brandy. 
5 drops of Curaçoa. 
1 do. acetic acid. 
2 teaspoonfuls of simple syrup. 
1 teaspoonful of syrup of strawberries. 
1/4 of a pint of water. 
The peel of a small lemon, sliced. 
Mix, serve up with ice, in large goblet, and, if possible, 

garnish the top with a slice of peach or apricot. In cold 
weather this punch is admirable served hot. 
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45. Light Guard Punch. 

(For a party of twenty.) 

3 bottles of champagne. 
1 do. pale sherry. 
1 do. Cognac. 
1 do. Sauterne. 
1 pineapple, sliced. 
4 lemons, do 
Sweeten to taste, mix in a punch-bowl, cool with a large 

lump of ice, and serve immediately. 

46. Philadelphia Fish-House Punch. 

(From a recipe in the possession of Charles G. Leland, Esq.) 

1/3 pint of lemon juice. 
3/4 lb. of white sugar. 
1 pint of mixture.* 
2 1/2 pints of cold water. 
The above is generally sufficient for one person. 

47. Non-Such Punch. 

6 bottles of claret. 
6 do. soda-water. 
1 do. brandy. 
1 do. sherry. 
1/2 pint of green tea. 
Juice of three lemons. 
1/2 of a pineapple cut up in small pieces. 
Sweeten with white sugar to taste. Strain a bottle im

mediately. Keep for one month before using. 

* To make this mixture, take 1/4 pint of peach brandy, 1/2 pint of Cognac brandy, and 
1/2 pint of Jamaica rum. 
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This is a delicious and safe drink for a mixed evening 

party. Cool before serving. 

48. Canadian Punch. 

2 quarts of rye whiskey. 
1 pint of Jamaica rum. 
6 lemons, sliced. 
1 pineapple, do. 
4 quarts of water. 
Sweeten to taste, and ice. 

49. Tip-Top Punch, 
(For a party of five.) 

1 bottle of champagne. 
2 do. soda-water. 
1 liqueur glass of Curaçoa. 
2 table-spoonfuls of powdered sugar. 
1 slice of pineapple, cut up. 
Put all the ingredients together in a small punch-bowl, 

mix well, and serve in champagne goblets. 

50 . Arrack. 

Most of the arrack imported into this country is dis 
tilled from rice, and comes from Batavia. It is but little 
used in America, except to flavor punch; the taste of it 
is very agreeable in this mixture. Arrack improves very 
much with age. It is much used in some parts of India, 
where it is distilled from toddy, the juice of the cocoanut 
tree. An imitation of arrack punch is made by adding to 
a bowl of punch a few grains of benzoin, commonly called 
flowers of Benjamin. 
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51. Arrack Punch. 

In making 'rack punch, you ought to put two glasses 
(wine-glasses) of rum to three of arrack. A good deal of 
sugar is required ; but sweetening, after all, must be left 
to taste. Lemons and limes are also matter of palate, but 
two lemons are enough for the above quantity; put then an 
equal quantity of water—i. e., not five but six glasses to 
allow for the lemon juice, and you have a very pretty 
three tumblers of punch. 

52 . Arrack Punch. 

(Another method.) 

Steep in one quart of old Batavia arrack, six lemons cut 
in thin slices, for six hours. At the end of that time the 
lemon must be removed without squeezing. Dissolve one 
pound of loaf-sugar in one quart of boiling water, and add 
the hot solution to the arrack. Let it stand to cool. This 
is a delightful liqueur, and should be used as such. See 
recipe No. 260, in the Appendix at the end of the book. 

53. Bimbo Punch. 

Bimbo is made nearly in the same way as the above, ex-
cept that Cognac brandy is substituted for arrack. 

54. Cold Punch. 

Arrack, port wine and water, of each two pints, one 
pound of loaf-sugar, and the juice of eight lemons. 
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55. Nuremburgh Punch. 
(For a party of fifteen.) 

(From a recipe in the possession of Hon. Gulian C. Verplanck.) 
Take three-quarters of a pound of loaf-sugar, prese 

upon it, through muslin, the juice of two or more good-
sized oranges; add a little of the peel, cut very thin, pom 
upon a quart of boiling water, the third part of that quan 
tity of Batavia arrack, and a bottle of hot, but not boiling, 
red or white French wine—red is best. Stir together 
This is excellent when cold, and will improve by age. 

56 . United Service Punch. 

Dissolve, in two pints of hot tea, three-quarters of a 
pound of loaf-sugar, having previously rubbed off, with a 
portion of the sugar, the peel of four lemons; then add 
the juice of eight lemons, and a pint of arrack. 

57. Ruby Punch. 

Dissolve, in three pints of hot tea, one pound of sugar; 
add thereto the juice of six lemons, a pint of arrack, and 
a pint of port wine. 

58. Royal Punch. 

1 pint of hot green tea. 
1/2 do. brandy. 
1/2 do. Jamaica rum. 
1 wine-glass of Curaçoa. 
1 do. do. arrack. 
Juice of two limes. 
A thin slice of lemon. 
White sugar to taste. 
1 gill of warm calf's-foot jelly. 
To be drunk as hot as possible. 
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This is a composition worthy of a king, and the mate
rials are admirably blended; the inebriating effects of the 
spirits being deadened by the tea, whilst the jelly softens 
the mixture, and destroys the acrimony of the acid and 
sugar. The whites of a couple of eggs well beat up to a 
froth, may be substituted for the jelly where that is not at 
hand. If the punch is too strong, add more green tea to 
taste. 

59. Century Club Punch. 

Two parts old St. Cruz rum; one part old Jamaica rum, 
five parts water; lemons and sugar ad lib. This is a nice 
punch. 

60. Duke of Norfolk Punch. 

In twenty quarts of French brandy put the peels of thir
ty lemons and thirty oranges, pared so thin that not the 
least of the white is left. Infuse twelve hours. Have 
ready thirty quarts of cold water that has boiled; put to 
it fifteen pounds of double-refined sugar; and when well 
mixed, pour it upon the brandy and peels, adding the juice 
of the oranges and of twenty-four lemons; mix well, then 
strain through a very fine hair-sieve, into a very clean 
barrel that has held spirits, and put in two quarts of new 
milk. Stir, and then bung it close; let it stand six weeks in 
a warm cellar; bottle the liquor for use, observing grea 
care that the bottles are perfectly clean and dry, and the 
corks of the best quality, and well put in. This liquor 
will keep many years, and improve by age. 

(Another way.) 

Pare six lemons and three oranges very thin, squeeze 
the juice into a large teapot, put to it two quarts of bran-
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dy, one of white wine, and one of milk, and one pound 
and a quarter of sugar. Let it be mixed, and then cover
ed for twenty-four hours, strain through a jelly-bag till 
clear, then bottle it. 

61. Queen Punch. 

Put two ounces of cream of tartar, and the juice and 
parings of two lemons, into a stone jar; pour on them 
seven quarts of boiling water, stir and cover close. When 
cold, sweeten with loaf-sugar, and; straining it, bottle and 
cork it tight. This is a very pleasant liquor, and very 
wholesome; but from the latter consideration was at one 
time drank in such quantities as to become injurious. Add, 
in bottling, half a pint of rum to the whole quantity. 

62. Gothic Punch. 
(For a party of ten) 

(From a recipe in the possession of Bayard Taylor, Esq.) 

Four bottles still Catawba; one bottle claret, three 
oranges, or one pineapple, ten table-spoonfuls of sugar. 
Let this mixture stand in a very cold place, or in ice, for 
one hour or more, then add one bottle of champagne. 

63. Oxford Punch. 

We have been favored by an English gentleman with 
the following recipe for the concoction of punch as drunk 
by the students of the University of Oxford: 

Rub the rinds of three fresh lemons with loaf-sugar till 
you have extracted a portion of the juice; cut the peel 
finely off two lemons more, and two sweet oranges. Use 
the juice of six lemons, and four sweet oranges. Add six 
glasses of calf's-foot jelly; let all be put into a large jug, 
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and stir well together. Pour in two quarts of water boil
ing hot, and set the jug upon the hob for twenty minutes. 
Strain the liquor through a fine sieve into a large bowl; 
pour in a bottle of capillaire,* half a pint of sherry, a pint 
of Cognac brandy, a pint of old Jamaica rum, and a quart 
of orange shrub; stir well as you pour in the spirit. If 
you find it requires more sweetness, add sugar to your 
taste. 

64. Uncle Toby Punch. 

(English.) 

Take two large fresh lemons with rough skins, quite 
ripe, and some large lumps of double-refined sugar. Rub 
the sugar over the lemons till it has absorbed all the yellow 
part of the skins. Then put into the bowl these lumps, 
and as much more as the juice of the lemons may be sup
posed to require; for no certain weight can be mentioned, 
as the acidity of a lemon cannot be known till tried, and 
therefore this must be determined by the taste. Then 
squeeze the lemon juice upon the sugar; and, with a bruiser 
press the sugar and the juice particularly well together, for 
a great deal of the richness and fine flavor of the punch 
depends on this rubbing and mixing process being 
thoroughly performed. Then mix this up very well with 

* 65. Capillaire.—Put a wine-glass of Curaçoa into a pint of clarified 
syrup, shake them well together, and pour it into the proper sized 
"bottles. A tea-spoonful in a glass of fair water makes a pleasant eau 
sucré. 

66. Another recipe for making Capillaire.—To one gallon of water add 
twenty-eight pounds of loaf-sugar; put both over the fire to simmer; 
when milk-warm add the whites of four or five eggs, well beaten; as 
these simmer with the syrup, skim it well; then pour it off, and flavor 
it with orange-flower water or bitter almonds, whichever you prefer. 
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boiling water (soft water is best) till the whole is rather 
cool. When this mixture (which is now called the sher. 
bet) is to your taste, take brandy and rum in equal quanti
ties, and put them to it, mixing the whole well together 
again. The quantity of liquor must be according to your 
taste; two good lemons are generally enough to make four 
quarts of punch, including a quart of liquor, with half a 
pound of sugar; but this depends much on taste, and on 
the strength of the spirit. 

As the pulp is disagreeable to some persons, the sherbet 
may be strained before the liquor is put in. Some strain 
the lemon before they put it to the sugar, which is im
proper, as, when the pulp and sugar are well mixed togeth
er, it adds much to the richness of the punch. 

When only rum is used, about half a pint of porter will 
soften the punch; and even when both rum and brandy 
are used, the porter gives a richness, and to some a very 
pleasant flavor. 

67. Punch à la Romaine. 

(For a party of fifteen.) 

Take the juice of ten lemons and two sweet oranges, 
dissolve in it two pounds of powdered sugar, and add the 
thin rind of an orange, run this through a sieve, and stir 
in by degrees the whites of ten eggs, beaten into a froth. 
Put the bowl with the mixture into an ice pail, let it freeze 
a little, then stir briskly into it a bottle of wine and a 
bottle of rum. For another method of making this punch, 
see recipe No. 267, in the Appendix at the end of the book 

68. Tea Punch. 

Make an infusion of the best green tea, an ounce to a 
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quart of boiling water; put before the fire a silver or 
other metal bowl, to become quite hot, and then put into it 

1/2 pint of good brandy. 
1/2 do. rum. 
1/4 lb. of lump-sugar. 
The juice of a large lemon. 
Set these a-light, and pour in the tea gradually, mixing 

it from time to time with a ladle; it will remain burning 
for some time, and is to be poured in that state into the 
glasses ; in order to increase the flavor, a few lumps of 
the sugar should be rubbed over the lemon peel. This 
punch may be made in a china bowl, but in that case the 
flame goes off more rapidly. 

69. Wes t Indian Punch. 

This punch is made the same as brandy punch, but to 
each glass add a clove or two of preserved ginger, and a 
little of the syrup. 

70. Barbadoes Punch. 

To each glass of brandy punch, add a table-spoonful of 
guava jelly. 

71 . Yorkshire Punch. 

Rub off the rind of three lemons on pieces of sugar, put 
the sugar into a jug, and add to it the thin rind of one 
lemon and an orange, and the juice of four oranges and 
of ten lemons, with six glasses of dissolved calf's-foot jelly. 
Pour two quarts of water over the whole, mixing the 
materials well, then cover the-jug, and keep it on a warm 
hearth for twenty minutes. Then strain the mixture, and 
add a pint of clarified syrup, half a pint each of rum and 
brandy, and a bottle of good 
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72. Apple Punch. 

Lay in a china bowl slices of apples and lemons alter
nately, each layer being thickly strewed with powdered 
sugar. Pour over the fruit, when the bowl is half filled, a 
bottle of claret; cover, and let it stand six hours. Then 
pour it through a muslin bag, and send it up immediately. 

73. Ale Punch. 

A quart of mild ale, a glass of white wine, one of brandy, 
one of capillaire, the juice of a lemon, a roll of the peel 
pared thin, nutmeg grated on the top, and a bit of toasted 
bread. 

74. Cider Punch. 

On the thin rind of half a lemon pour half a pint of 
sherry; add a quarter of a pound of sugar, the juice of a 
lemon, a little grated nutmeg, and a bottle of cider; mix 
it well, and, if possible, place it in ice. Add, before sent 
in, a glass of brandy, and a few pieces of cucumber rind. 

75. Nectar Punch. 

Infuse the peel of fifteen lemons in a pint and a half of 
rum for forty-eight hours, add two quarts of cold water 
with three pints of rum, exclusive of the pint and a half, 
also the juice of the lemons, with two quarts of boiling-hot 
milk, and one grated nutmeg ; pour the milk on the above, 
and let it stand twenty-four hours, covered close ; add two 
pounds and a half of loaf-sugar; then strain it through a 
flannel bag till quite fine, and bottle it for use. It is fit to 
use as soon as bottled. 
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76. Orange Punch. 

From a recipe in the " Bordeaux Wine and Liquor Guide. 

The juice of 3 or 4 oranges. 
The peel of 1 or 2 do. 
3/4 lb. lump-sugar. 
3 1/2 pints of boiling water. 
Infuse half an hour, strain, add 1/2 pint of porter; 3/4 to 1 

pint each, rum and brandy (or either alone 1 1/2 to 2 pints), 
and add more warm water and sugar, if desired weaker or 
sweeter. A liqueur glass of Curaçoa, noyau, or maraschino 
improves it. A good lemon punch may be made by sub
stituting lemons instead of oranges. 

77. Imperial Raspberry Whiskey Punch 
5 ounces of sweet almonds. 
5 do bitter do 
Infused in boiling water; then skim, and add 1 1/4 

ounce of powdered cinnamon, | ounce of powdered cloves, 
and 5 ounces of plain syrup (see page 103); rub them fine; 
boil in 7 gallons of water for 5 minutes; strain; add when 
cool 2 gallons of whiskey and 1 gallon of raspberry syrup. 

78. Kirschwasser Punch. 
53 1/3 pounds of white sugar. 
3 1/3 gallons of water. 
Boil till the syrup will harden when cold; add 1| 

gallons of lemon juice ; stir till getting clear, then put 
it in a clean tub; add when cold 5 gallons of Kirschwas
ser ; filter, 

79. D'Orsay Punch. 
The receipt for this is given in No. 273. 
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80. EGG NOGG. 
Egg Nogg is a beverage of American origin, but it has 

a popularity that is cosmopolitan. At the South it is 
almost indispensable at Christmas time, and at the North 
it is a favorite at all seasons. 

In Scotland they call Egg Nogg, " auld man's milk." 

8 1 . Egg Nogg. 

(Use large bar glass.) 

1 table-spoonful of fine sugar, dissolved with 
1 do. cold water, 1 egg. 
1 wine-glass of Cognac brandy. 
1/2 do. Santa Cruz rum. 
1/3 tumblerful of milk. 
Fill the tumbler 1/4 full with shaved ice, shake the in

gredients until they are thoroughly mixed together, and 
grate a little nutmeg on top. Every well ordered bar has 
a tin egg-nogg " shaker," which is a great aid in mixing 
this beverage. 

82. Hot Egg Nogg 

(Use large bar glass.) 

This drink is very popular in California, and is made in 
precisely the same manner as the cold egg nogg above, ex 
cept that you must use boiling water instead of ice. 
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83. Egg Nogg. 

(For a party of forty.) 

1 dozen eggs. 
2 quarts of brandy. 
1 pint of Santa Cruz rum. 
2 gallons of milk. 
1 1/2 lbs. white sugar. 
Separate the whites of the eggs from the yolks, beat 

them separately with an egg-beater until the yolks are well 
cut up, and the whites assume a light fleecy appearance. 
Mix all the ingredients (except the whites of the eggs) in 
a large punch bowl, then let the whites float on top, and 
ornament with colored sugars. Cool in a tub of ice, and 
serve. 

84. Baltimore Egg Nogg. 

(For a party of fifteen.) 

Take the yellow of sixteen eggs and twelve table-spoon
fuls of pulverized loaf-sugar, and beat them to the consis
tence of cream; to this add two-thirds of a nutmeg grated, 
and beat well together; then mix in half a pint of good 
brandy or Jamaica rum, and two wine-glasses of Madeira 
wine. Have ready the whites of the eggs, beaten to a stiff 
froth, and beat them into the above-described mixture. 
When this is all done, stir in six pints of good rich milk. 
There is no heat used. 

Egg Nogg made in this manner is digestible, and will 
not cause headache. It makes an excellent drink for de
bilitated persons, and a nourishing diet for consumptives. 
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85. General Harrison's Egg Nogg, 
(Use large bar glass.) 

1 egg. 
1 1/2 teaspoonful of sugar, 
2 or 3 small lumps of ice. 
Fill the tumbler with cider, and shake well. 
This is a splendid drink, and is very popular on the 

Mississippi river. It was General Harrison's favorite 
beverage. 

86. Sherry Egg Nogg. 

1 table-spoonful of white sugar. 
1 egg. 

2 wine-glasses of sherry. 
Dissolve the sugar with a little water; break the yolk 

of the egg in a large glass ; put in one-quarter tumblerful 
of broken ice; fill with milk, and shake up until the egg 
is thoroughly mixed with the other ingredients, then grate 
a little nutmeg on top, and quaff the nectar cup. 
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MINT JULEP. 

87. JULEPS . 
The julep is peculiarly an American beverage, and in 

the Southern slates is more popular than any other. It 
was introduced into England by Captain Marryatt, where 
it is now quite a favorite. The gallant captain seems to 
have had a penchant for the nectareous drink, and publish
ed the recipe in his work on America. We give it in his 
own words: " I must descant a little upon the mint julep, 
as it is, with the thermometer at 100°, one of the most de
lightful and insinuating potations that ever was invented, 
and may be drunk with equal satisfaction when the ther
mometer is as low as 70°. There are many varieties, such 
is those composed of claret, Madeira, & c.; but the ingre-
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dients of the real mint julep are as follows. I learned how 
to make them, and succeeded pretty well. Put into a tum
bler about a dozen sprigs of the tender shoots of mint, 
upon them put a spoonful of white sugar, and equal pro
portions of peach and common brandy, so as to fill it up 
one-third, or perhaps a little less. Then take rasped of 
pounded ice, and fill up the tumbler. Epicures rub the 
lips of the tumbler with a piece of fresh pineapple, and the 
tumbler itself is very often incrusted outside with stalac-
tites of ice. As the ice melts, you drink. I once over
heard two ladies talking in the next room to me, and one 
of them said, ' Well, if I have a weakness for any one 
thing, it is for a mint julep!'—a very amiable weakness, 
and proving her good sense and good taste. They are, in 
fact, like the American ladies, irresistible." 

88. Mint Julep. 

(Use large bar glass.) 

1 table-spoonful of white pulverized sugar. 
2 1/2 do. water, mix well with a spoon. 
Take three or four sprigs of fresh mint, and press them 

well in the sugar and water, until the flavor of the mint is 
extracted; add one and a half wine-glass of Cognac bran
dy, and fill the glass with fine shaved ice, then draw out 
the sprigs of mint and insert them in the ice with the 
stems downward, so that the leaves will be above, in the 
shape of a bouquet; arrange berries, and small pieces of 
sliced orange on top in a tasty manner, dash with Jamaica 
rum, and sprinkle white sugar on top. Place a straw as 
represented in the cut, and you have a julep that is fit for 
an emperor. 
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89. Brandy Julep. 

(Use large bar glass.) 

The brandy julep is made with the same ingredients as 
the mint julep, omitting the fancy fixings. 

90. Gin Julep. 

(Use large bar glass.) 

The gin julep is made with the same ingredients as the 
mint julep, omitting the fancy fixings. 

91. Whiskey Julep. 
(Use large bar glass.) 

The whiskey julep is made the same as the mint julep, 
omitting all fruits and berries. 

92. Pineapple Julep. 

(For a party of five.) 

Peel, slice, and cut up a ripe pineapple into a glass bowl, 
add the juice of two oranges, a gill of raspberry syrup, a 
gill of maraschino, a gill of old gin, a bottle of sparkling 
Moselle, and about a pound of pure ice in shaves; mix, 
ornament with berries in season, and serve in flat glasses. 
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93 THE SMASH. 
This beverage is simply a julep on a small plan. 

94. Brandy Smash. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

1/2 table-spoonful of white sugar, 
1 do. water. 
1 wine-glass of brandy. 
Fill two-thirds full of shaved ice, use two sprigs of mint, 

the same as in the recipe for mint julep. Lay two small 
pieces of orange on top, and ornament with berries in 
season. 

95. Gin Smash 
(Use small bar glass.) 

1/2 table-spoonful of white sugar. 
1 do. water. 
1 wine-glass of gin. 
Fill two-thirds full of shaved ice, use two sprigs of mint, 

the same as in the recipe for mint julep. Lay two small 
pieces of orange on top, and ornament with berries in 
season. 

96. Whiskey Smash. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

1/2 table-spoonful of white sugar. 
1 do. water. 
1 wine-glass of whiskey. 
Fill two-thirds full of shaved ice, and use two spligs of 

mint, the same as in the recipe for mint julep. 
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97. THE C O B B L E R . 

Like the julep, this de
licious potation is an Amer
ican invention, although it is 
now a favorite in all warm 
climates. The "cobbler" 
does not require much skill 
in compounding, but to 
make it acceptable to the 
eye, as well as to the palate, 
it is necessary to display 
some taste in ornamenting 
the glass after the beverage 
is made. "We give an illus
tration showing how a cob
bler should look when mad* 
to suit an epicure. 

98. Sherry Cobbler. 

(Use large bar glass.) 

2 wine-glasses of sherry. 
1 table-spoonful of sugar. 
2 or 3 slices of orange, 
Fill a tumbler with shav

ed ice. shake well, and orna
ment with berries in season. 
Place a straw as represented 
in the wood-cut. 
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99. Champagne Cobbler. 
(One bottle of wine to four large bar glasses.) 

1 table-spoonful of sugar. 
1 piece each of orange and lemon peel. 
Fill the tumbler one-third full with shaved ice, and fill 

balance with wine, ornament in a tasty manner with ber. 
ries in season. This beverage should be sipped through 
a straw. 

100. Catawba Cobbler. 
(Use large bar glass.) 

1 teaspoonful of sugar dissolved in one table-spoonful of 
water. 

2 wineglasses of wine. 
Fill tumbler with shaved ice, and ornament with sliced 

orange and berries in season. Place a straw as described 
in the sherry cobbler. 

101. Hock Cobbler. 
(Use large bar glass.) 

This drink is made the same way as the Catawba cob
bler, using Hock wine instead of Catawba. 

102. Claret Cobbler. 
(Use large bar glass.) 

This drink is made the same way as the Catawba cob 
bler, using claret wine instead of Catawba. 

103. Sauterne Cobbler, 
(Use large bar glass.) 

The same as Catawba cobbler, using Sauterne instead of 
Catawba. 
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104. Whiskey Cobbler, 
(Use large bar glass.) 

2 wine-glasses of whiskey. 
1 tablespoonful of sugar. 
2 or 3 slices of orange. 
Fill tumbler with ice, and shake well. Imbibe through) 

a straw. 

105. THE COCKTAIL & CRUSTA. 

The "Cocktail" is a modern invention, and is generally 
used on fishing and other sporting parties, although some 
patients insist that it is good in the morning as a tonic. 
The "Crusta" is an improvement on the " Cocktail," and 
is said to have been invented by Santina, a celebrated 
Spanish caterer. 

106. Bottle Cocktail. 

To make a splendid bottle of brandy cocktail, use the 
following ingredients: 

2/3 brandy. 
1/3 water. 
1 pony-glass of Bogart's bitters. 
1 wine-glass of gum syrup. 
£ pony-glass of Curagoa. 
The author has always used this recipe in compounding 

the above beverage for connoisseurs. Whiskey and gin 
cocktails, in bottles, may be made by using the above 
recipe, and substituting those liquors instead of brandy. 

3 
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107. Brandy Cocktail. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

8 or 4 dashes of gum syrup. 
2 do. bitters (Bogart's). 
1 wine-glass of brandy. 
1 or 2 dashes of Curaçoa. 
Squeeze lemon peel; fill one-third full of ice, and std 

with a spoon. 

108. Fancy Brandy Cocktail. 

(Use small bar glass.) 

This drink is made the same as the brandy cocktail, 
except that it is strained in a fancy wineglass, and a piece 
of lemon peel thrown on top, and the edge of the glass 
moistened with lemon. 

109. Whiskey Cocktail. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

r 4 dashes of gum syrup. 
do. bitters (Bogart's). 

e-glass of whiskey, and a piece of lemon peel, 
one-third full of fine ice; shake and strain in a fancy 
glass. 

110. Champagne Cocktail. 
(One bottle of wine to every six large glasses.) 

(Per glass.) 
ful of sugar. 

dashes of bitters. 
• •• lemon peel. 
V ir one-third full of broken ice, and fill balance 

Shake well and serve. 
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111. Gin Cocktail 

(Use small bar glass.) 

8 or 4 dashes of gum syrup. 
2 do. bitters (Bogart's). 
1 wine-glass of gin. 
1 or 2 dashes of Curaçoa. 
1 small piece lemon peel; fill one-third full of fine ice 

shake well, and strain in a glass. 

112. Fancy Gin Cocktail. 

(Use small bar glass.) 

This drink is made the same as the gin cocktail, except 
that it is strained in a fancy wine-glass and a piece of 
lemon peel thrown on top, and the edge of the glass most-
ened with lemon. 

113. Japanese Cocktail 
(Use small bar glass.) 

1 table-spoonful of orgeat syrup. 
1/2 teaspoonful of Bogart's bitters. 
1 wine-glass of brandy. 
1 or 2 pieces of lemon peel. 
Fill the tumbler one-third with ice, and stir well with 
spoon. 

114. Jersey Cocktail. 

(Use small bar glass.) 

1 teaspoonful of sugar. 
2 dashes of bitters. 
Fill tumbler with cider, and mix well, with lemon peel 

on top. 
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115. Soda Cocktail. 

(Use large bar glass.) 

The same as Jersey cocktail, using soda-water instead of 

116. Brandy Crusta. 

(Use small bar glass.) 

Crusta is made the same as 
a fancy cocktail, with a little 
lemon juice and a small lump 
of ice added. First, mix the 
ingredients in a small tumbler, 
then take a fancy red wine-glass,; 
rub a sliced lemon around the 
rim of the same, and dip it in 
pulverized white sugar, so that 
the sugar will adhere to the 
edge of the glass. Pare half a 
lemon the same as you would 
an apple (all in one piece) so 
that the paring will fit in the 
wine-glass, as shown in the cut 
and strain the crusta from the 

BRANDY CRUSTA. tumbler into it. Then smile. 

117. Whiskey Crusta. 

(Use small bar glass.) 

The whiskey crusta is made the same as the brandy 
crusta, using whiskey instead of brandy. 
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118. Gin Crusta. 

(Use small bar glass.) 

Gin crusta is made like the brandy crusta, using gin in
stead of brandy. 

119. MULLS AND SANGAREES. 
120. Mulled Wine without Eggs. 

To every pint of wine allow: 
I small tumblerful of water. 
Sugar and spice to taste. 
In making preparations like the above, it is very difficult 

to give the exact proportions of ingredients like sugar 
and spice, as what quantity might suit one person would 
be to another quite distasteful. Boil the spice in the water 
until the flavor is extracted, then add the wine and sugar, 
and bring the whole to the boiling point, then serve with 
strips of crisp, dry toast, or with biscuits. The spices 
usually used for mulled wine are cloves, grated nutmeg, 
and cinnamon or mace. Any kind of wine may be mulled, 
but port or claret are those usually selected for the pur
pose ; and the latter requires a large proportion of sugar. 
The vessel that the wine is boiled in must be delicately 
clean. 

121. Mulled Wine with Eggs. 

1 quart of wine. 
1 pint of water. 
1 table-spoonful of allspice, and nutmeg to taste ; boil 
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them together a few minutes ; beat up six eggs with sugar 
to your taste ; pour the boiling wine on the eggs, stirring 
it all the time. Be careful not to pour the eggs into thé 
wine, or they will curdle. 

122. Mulled Wine. 
(With the whites of eggs.) 

Dissolve 1 lb. sugar in two pints of hot water, to which 
add two and a half pints of good sherry wine, and let the 
mixture be set upon the fire until it is almost ready to 
boil. Meantime beat up the whites of twelve eggs to a 
froth, and pour into them the hot mixture, stirring rapidly. 
Add a little nutmeg. 

123. Mulled Wine. 

(In Terse.) 

" First, my dear madam, you must take 
Nine eggs, which carefully you'll break— 
Into a bowl you'll drop the white, 
The yolks into another by it. 
Let Betsy beat the whites with switch, 
Till they appear quite frothed and rich— 
Another hand the yolks must beat 
With sugar, which will make them sweet ; 
Three or four spoonfuls may he'll do, 
Though some, perhaps, would take but two. 
Into a skillet next you'll pour 
A bottle of good wine, or more— 
Put half a pint of water, too, 
Or it may prove too strong for you ; 
And while the eggs (by two) are beating, 
The wine and water may be heating ; 
But, when it comes to boiling heat, 
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The yolks and whites together beat 
With half a pint of water more— 
Mixing them well, then gently pour 
Into the skillet with the wine, 
And stir it briskly all the time. 
Then pour it off into a pitcher; 
Grate nutmeg in to make it richer. 
Then drink it hot, for he's a fool, 

Who lets such precious liquor cool." 

124. Mulled Claret. 
(A la Lord Saltown.) 

For this recipe see No. 191. 

125. Port Wine Sangaree 
(Use small tar glass.) 

1 1/3 wine-glass of port wine. 
1 teaspoonful of sugar. 
Fill tumbler two-thirds with ice. 
Shake well and grate nutmeg on top. 

126. Sherry Sangaree. 

(Use small bar glass.) 
1 wine-glass of sherry. 
1 teaspoonful of fine sugar. 
Fill tumbler one-third with ice, and grate nutmeg on toj. 

127. Brandy Sangaree. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

The brandy sangaree is made with the same ingredients 
as the brandy toddy (see No. 133), omitting the nutmeg. 
Fil. two-thirds full of ice, and dash about a teaspoonful of 
port wine, so that it will float on top. 
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128. Gin Sangaree. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

The gin sangaree is made with the same ingredients as 
he gin toddy (see No. 134), omitting the nutmeg. Fill 
wo-thirds full of ice, and dash about a teaspoonful of port 

wine, so that it will float on the top. 

129. Ale Sangaree. 
(Use large bar glass.) 

1 teaspoonful of sugar, dissolved in a tablespoonful of 
Water. 

Fill the tumbler with ale, and grate nutmeg on top. 

130. Porter Sangaree. 
(Use large bar glass.) 

This beverage is made the same as an ale sangaree, and 
is sometimes called porteree. 
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131. TODDIES AND S L I N G S . 

132. Apple Toddy. 

(Use small bar glass.) 

1 table-spoonful of fine white sugar. 
1 wine-glass of cider brandy. 
1/2 of a baked apple. 
Fill the glass two-thirds full of boiling water, and grate 

a little nutmeg on top. 

133. Brandy Toddy. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

1 teaspoonful of sugar. 
1/2 wine-glass of water. 
1 do. brandy. 
1 small lump of ice. 
Stir with a spoon. 

For hot brandy toddy omit the ice, and use boiling water. 

134. Whiskey Toddy. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

1 teaspoonful of sugar. 
1/2 wine-glass of water. 
1 do. whiskey. 
1 small lump of ice. 
Stir with a spoon. 

3* 
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135. Gin Toddy 
(Use small bar glass.) 

1 teaspoonful of sugar. 
1/2 wine-glass of water. 
1 do. gin. 
1 small lump of ice. 
Stir with a spoon. 

136. Brandy Sling. 

(Use small bar glass.) 

The brandy sling is made with the same ingredients as 
the brandy toddy, except you grate a little nutmeg on top. 

137. Hot Whiskey Sling. 

(Use small bar glass.) 

1 wine-glass of whiskey. 
Fill tumbler one-third full with boiling water, and grate 

nutmeg on top. 

138. Gin Sling. 

(Use small bar glass.) 

The gin sling is made with the same ingredients as the 
gin toddy, except you grate a little nutmeg on top. 
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139. F IXES AND SOURS. 

140. Brandy Fix. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

1 table-spoonful of sugar. 1/2 a wine-glass of water, 
1/4 of a lemon. 1 do. brandy. 
Fill a tumbler two-thirds full of shaved ice. Stir with a 

spoon, and dress the top with fruit in season.* 

141, Gin Fix. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

1 table-spoonful of sugar. 1/2 a wine-glass of water. 
1/4 of a lemon. 1 do. gin. 
Fill two-thirds full of shaved ice. Stir with a spoon, 

and ornament the top with fruits in season. 

142. Brandy Sour, 
(Use small bar glass.) 

The brandy sour is made with the same ingredients as 
the brandy fix, omitting all fruits except a small piece of 
lemon, the juice of which must be pressed in the glass. 

143. Gin Sour. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

The gin sour is made with the same ingredients as the 
gin fix, omitting all fruits, except a small piece of lemon, 
the juice of which must be pressed in the glass.f 

* The Santa Cruz fix is made by substituting Santa Cruz rum instead 
of brandy. 

f The Santa Cruz sour is made by substituting Santa Cruz ram instead 
of gin. In making fixes and sours be careful and put the lemon skin in 
the glass. 
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144. FLIP, NEGUS AND SHRUB. 
145. R u m Flip. 

—Which Dibdin has immortalized as the favorite beverage 
of sailors (although we believe they seldom indulge in it) 
—is made by adding a gill of rum to the beer, or sub
stituting rum and water, when malt liquor cannot be pro
cured. The essential in "flips" of all sorts is, to pro
duce the smoothness by repeated pouring back and for
ward between two vessels, and beating up the eggs well in 
the first instance; the sweetening and spices according to 
taste. 

146. R u m Flip. 
(Another method.) 

Keep grated ginger and nutmeg with a little fine dried 
lemon peel, rubbed together in a mortar. 

To make a quart of flip:—Put the ale on the fire to warm, 
and beat up three or four eggs with four ounces of moist 
sugar, a teaspoonful of grated nutmeg or ginger, and a 
gill of good old rum or brandy. When the ale is near 
to boil, put it into one pitcher, and the rum and eggs, 
& c , into another; turn it from one pitcher to another till 
it is as smooth as cream. 

147. Ale Flip. 

Put on the fire in a saucepan one quart of ale, and let 
it boil; have ready the whites of two eggs and the yolks 
of four, well beaten up separately; add them by degrees 
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to four table-spoonfuls of moist sugar, and half a nutmeg 
grated. When all are well mixed, pour on the boiling ale 
by degrees, beating up the mixture continually ; then pour 
it rapidly backward and forward from one jug to another, 
keeping one jug raised high above the other, till the flip is 
smooth and finely frothed. This is a good remedy to take 
at the commencement of a cold. 

148. Egg Flip. 

Put a quart of ale in a tinned saucepan on the fire to 
boil; in the mean time, beat up the yolks of four, with the 
whites of two eggs, adding four table spoonfuls of brown 
sugar and a little nutmeg; pour on the ale by degrees, 
beating up, so as to prevent the mixture from curdling; 
then pour back and forward repeatedly from vessel to ves
sel, raising the hand to as great a height as possible— 
which process produces the smoothness and frothing essen
tial to the good quality of the flip. This is excellent for a 
cold, and, from its fleecy appearance, is sometimes desig
nated " a yard of flannel." 

149. Egg Flip. 

(Another method.) 

Beat up, in a jug, four new-laid eggs, omitting two of 
the whites; add half a dozen large lumps of sugar, and rub 
these well in the eggs, pour in boiling water, about half 
a pint at a time, and when the jug is Learly full, throw in 
two tumblers of Cognac brandy, and one of old Jamaica 
rum. 
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150. Brandy Flip. 

(Use small bar glass.) 

1 teaspoonful of sugar. 
1 wine-glass of brandy. 
Fill the tumbler one-third full of hot water, mix, and place 
coasted cracker on top, and grate nutmeg over it. 

151. Port Wine Negus. 

To every pint of port wine allow: 
1 quart of boiling water. 
1/4 lb. of loaf-sugar. 
1 lemon. 
Grated nutmeg to taste. 
Put the wine into a jug, rub some lumps of sugar (equal 

to 1/4 lb.) on the lemon rind until all the yellow part of the 
skin is absorbed, then squeeze the juice and strain it. Add 
the sugar and lemon-juice to the port wine, with the grated 
nutmeg; pour oyer it the boiling water, cover the jug, and 
when the beverage has cooled a little, it will he fit for use. 
Negus may also be made of sherry, or any other sweet 
wine, but it is more usually made of port. This beverage 
derives its name from Colonel Negus, who is said to have 
invented it. 

152. Port Wine Negus. 

(Use small bar glass.) 

1 wine-glass of port wine. 
1 teaspoonful of sugar. 
Fill tumbler one-third full with hot water. 
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153. Soda Negus. 

A most refreshing and elegant beverage, particularly for 
those who do not take punch or grog after supper, is 
thus made: 

Put half a pint of port wine, with four lumps of sugar, 
three cloves, and enough grated nutmeg to cover a shil
ling into a saucepan; warm it well, but do not suffer it to 
boil; pour it into a bowl or jug, and upon the warm wine 
decant a bottle of soda-water. You will have an effer 
vescing and delicious negus by this means. 

154. Cherry Shrub. 

Pick ripe acid cherries from the stem, put them in an 
earthen pot; place that in an iron pot of water; boil till 
the juice is extracted; strain it through a cloth thick 
enough to retain the pulp, and sweeten it to your taste. 
When perfectly clear, bottle it, sealing the cork. By first 
putting a gill of brandy into each bottle, it will keep 
through the summer. It is delicious mixed with water. 
Irish or Monongahela whiskey will answer instead of the 
brandy, though not as good. 

155. White Currant Shrub. 

Strip the fruit, and prepare in a jar, as for jelly; strain 
the juice, of which put two quarts to one gallon of rum, 
and two pounds of lump-sugar; strain through a jelly-bag. 

156. Currant Shrub. 

1 lb. of sugar. 
1 pint of strained currant juice. 
Boil it gently eight or ten minutes, skimming it well; 

take it off, and when lukewarm, add half a gill of brandy 
to every pint of shrub. Bottle tight. 
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157. Raspberry Shrub. 

1 quart of vinegar. 
3 quarts of ripe raspberries. 
After standing a day, strain it, adding to each pint a 

pound of sugar, and skim it clear, while boiling about ball 
an hour. Put a wine-glass of brandy to each pint of the 
shrub, when cool. Two spoonfuls of this mixed with a 
tumbler of water, is an excellent drink in warm weather, 
and in fevers. 

158. Brandy Shrub. 

To the thin rinds of two lemons, and the juice of five, 
add two quarts of brandy; cover it for three days, then 
add a quart of sherry and two pounds of loaf-sugar, run it 
through a jelly-bag, and bottle it. 

159. R u m Shrub. 

Put three pints of orange juice, and one pound of loaf 
sugar to a gallon of rum. Put all into a cask, and leave it 
for six weeks, when it will be ready for use. 

160. English R u m Shrub. 

To three gallons of best Jamaica rum, add a quart of 
orange juice, a pint of lemon juice, with the peels of the 
latter fruit cut very thin, and six pounds of powdered 
white sugar. 

Let these be covered close, and remain so all night; 
next day boil three pints of fresh milk, and let it get cold, 
then pour it on the spirit and juice, mix them well, and let 
it stand for an hour. Filter it through a flannel bag lined 
with blotting-paper, into bottles; cork down as soon as 
each is filled. 
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161. FANCY DRINKS 
The following miscellaneous collection of fancy bever

ages, embraces a number of French, Spanish, English, 
Russian, Italian, German, and American recipes. 

162. Santina's Pousse Cafe, 

(Use small wine-glass.) 

This delicious drink is from a recipe by Santina, pro
prietor of "Santina's Saloon," a celebrate Spanish Café 
in New Orleans. 

1/3 brandy (Cognac). 
1/3 maraschino. 
1/3 Curaçoa. 
Mix well. 

163. Parisian Pousse Cafe. 
(Use small wine-glass.) 

2/5 Curaçoa. 
2/5 Kirschwasser. 
1/5 Chartreuse. 
This is a celebrated Parisian drink. 

164. Faivre's Pousse Cafe, 
(Use small wine-glass.) 

1/3 Parisian pousse café (as above). 
1/3 Kirschwasser. 
1/3 Curaçoa. 
This celebrated drink is from the recipe of M. Faivre, 

a popular proprietor of a 'French Saloon" in New York. 
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BRANDY 
VANILLA 
CORDIAL 

MARASCHINO 

POUSSE L'AMOUR. 
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166. Brandy Champerelle. 
(Use small wine-glass.) 

1/3 brandy. 
1/3 Bogart's bitters. 
1/3 Curaçoa. 
This is a delicious French café drink. 

167. Brandy Scaffa. 
(Use wine-glass.) 

1/2 brandy. 
1/2 maraschino. 
2 dashes of bitters. 

168 Sleeper. 

To a gill of old rum add one ounce of sugar, two yolka 
of eggs, and the juice of half a lemon ; boil half a pint 

Pousse l 'Amour. 

This de l igh t fu l 
French drink is de 
scribed in the above 
engraving. To mix it 
fill a small wine-glass 
half full of maraschino, 
then put in the pure 
yolk of an egg, sur
round the yolk with 
vanilla cordial, and 
dash the top with Cog
nac brandy. 
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of water with six cloves, six coriander-seeds, and a bit of 
cinnamon; whisk all together, and strain them into a 
tumbler. 

169. Claret and Champagne Cup, a la Brunow. 
(For a party of twenty.) 

The following claret and champagne cup ought, from 
its excellence, to be called the nectar of the Czar, as it is 
so highly appreciated in Russia, where for many years it 
has enjoyed a high reputation amongst the aristocracy of 
he Muscovite empire. Proportions: 

3 bottles of claret. 
2/3 pint of Curaçoa. 
1 do. sherry. 
1/2 do. brandy. 
2 wine-glasses* ratafia of raspberries. 
3 oranges and 1 lemon, cut in slices. 
Some sprigs of green balm, and of borage, a small piece 

of rind of cucumber. 
2 bottles of German Seltzer-water. 
3 do. soda-water. 
Stir this together, and sweeten with capillaire or pound-

id sugar, until it ferments; let it stand one hour, strain 
it, and ice it well; it is then fit for use. Serve in small 
glasses. 

The same for champagne cup: champagne instead of 
claret; noyau instead of ratafia. 

This quantity is for an evening party of twenty persons. 
For a smaller number reduce the proportions. 

"170. Ratafias Every liqueur made by infusions is called ratifia 
that is, when the spirit is made to imbibe thoroughly the aromatic flavor 
and color of the fruit steeped in it when this has taken place, the 
liqueur is drawn off, and sugar added to it; it is then filtered and bot
tled. 
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171. Balaklava Nectar. (By Soyer.) 

(For a party of fifteen.) 

Thinly peel the rind of half a lemon, shred it fine, am 
pat it in a punch-bowl; add two table-spoonfuls of crush 
ed sugar, and the juice of two lemons, the half of a smal 
cucumber sliced thin, with the peel on ; toss it up sever 
times, then add 2 bottles of soda water, 2 of claret, 1 
champagne, stir well together, and serve. 

172. Crimban Cup, a la Marmora. 

(From a recipe by the celebrated Soyer.) 
(For a party of thirty.) 

1 quart of syrup of orgeat. 
1 pint of Cognac brandy. 
1/2 do. maraschino. 
1/2 do. Jamaica ram. 
2 bottles of champagne. 
2 do. soda-water. 
6 ounces of sugar. 
4 middling-sized lemons. 
Thinly peel the lemons, and place the rind in a bo 

with the sugar, macerate them well for a minute or tw 
in order to extract the flavor from the lemon. Ne 
squeeze the juice of the lemons upon this, add two bottl 
of soda-water, and stir well till the sugar is dissolved 
pour in the syrup of orgeat, and whip the mixtur 
well with an egg-whisk, in order to whiten the col 
position. Then add the brandy, rum and maraschin 
strain the whole into the punch-bowl, and just befo 
serving add the champagne, which should be well ice 
While adding the champagne, stir well with the lad 
this will render the cup creamy and mellow. 
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Half the quantity given here, or even less, may be made; 
his recipe being for a party of thirty. 

173. Crimean Cup, a la "Wyndham. 
(For a party of five.) 

Thinly peel the rind of half an orange, put it into a howl, 
nth a table-spoonful of crushed sugar, and macerate with 
he ladle for a minute; then add one large wine-glass of 
maraschino, half one of Cognac, half one of Curaçoa. Mix 
well together, pour in two bottles of soda-water, and one 
of champagne, during which time work it up and down 

with the punch-ladle, and it is ready. 
Half a pound of pure ice is a great improvement. 

174. Tom and Jerry. 
(Use punch-bowl for the mixture.) 

6 lbs. sugar. 
12 eggs. 
1/2 small glass of Jamaica rum. 
1 1/2 teaspoonful of ground cinnamon. 
1/2 do. do. cloves. 
1/2 do. do allspice. 
Beat the whites of the eggs to a stiff froth, and the 

volks until they are as thin as water, then mix together 
rod add the spice and rum, thicken with sugar until the 
mixture attains the consistence of a light batter. 

To deal out Tom and Jerry to customers: 
Take a small bar glass, and to one table-spoonful of the 

above mixture, add one wine-glass of brandy, and fill the 
glass with boiling water, grate a little nutmeg or top. 

Adepts at the bar, in serving Tom and Jerry, sometimes 
adopt a mixture of i brandy, 1/4 Jamaica rum, and 1/4 Santa 
Cruz rum, instead of brandy plain. This compound is 
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usually mixed and kept in a bottle, and a wine-glassful 
s used to each tumbler of Tom and Jerry. 

N. B.—A tea-spoonful of cream of tartar, or about as 
much carbonate of soda as you can get on a dime, will pre 
vent the sugar from settling to the bottom of the mixture 

This drink is sometimes called Copenhagen, and some
times Jerry Thomas. 

175. "White Tiger's Milk. 
(From recipe in the possession of Thomas Dunn English, Esq.) 

1/2 gill apple-jack. 
1/2 do. peach brandy. 
1/2 teaspoonful of aromatic tincture.* 
Sweeten with white sugar to taste. 
The white of an egg beaten to a stiff foam. 
1 quart of pure milk. 
Pour in the mixed liquors to the milk, stirring all the 

white till all is well mixed, then sprinkle with nutmeg. 
The above recipe is sufficient to make a full quart o 

" white tiger's milk;" if more is wanted, you can increase 
the above proportions. If you want to prepare this bev 
erage for a party of twenty, use one gallon of milk to one 
"pint of apple-jack, & c. 

176. White Lion. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

1 1/2 teaspoonful of pulverized white sugar. 
1/2 a lime (squeeze out juice and put rind in glass). 
1 wine-glass Santa Cruz rum. 
1/2 teaspoonful of Curaçoa. 
1/2 do. raspberry syrup. 

* Aromatic Tincture.—Take of ginger, cinnamon, orange peel, each 
one ounce; valerian half an ounce, alcohol two quarts, macerate in ' 
close vessel for fourteen days, then filter through unsized paper. 
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Mix well, ornament with berries in season, and cool with 

shaved ice. 

177. Locomotive 

Put two yolks of eggs into a goblet with an ounce of 
honey, a little essence of cloves, and a liqueur-glass of 
Curaçoa ; add a pint of high Burgundy made hot, whisl 
well together, and serve hot in glasses. 

178. Bishop. 
(A la Prusse.) 

A favorite beverage, made with claret or port. It is 
prepared as follows : roast four good-sized bitter oranges 
till they are of a pale-brown color, lay them in a tureen, 
and put over them half a pound of pounded loaf-sugar, and 
three glasses of claret; place the Cover on the tureen and 
let it stand till the next day. When required for use, put 
the tureen into a pan of boiling water, press the oranges 
with a spoon and run the juice through a sieve; then boil 
the remainder of the bottle of claret, taking care that it 
does not burn; add it to the strained juice, and serve it 
warm in glasses. Port wine will answer the purpose as 
well as claret. "Bishop" is sometimes made with the 
above materials, substituting lemons instead of oranges, 
but this is not often done when claret is used. 

179. Bishop. 
(Another recipe.) 

Stick an orange full of cloves, and roast it before a fire. 
When brown enough, cut it in quarters, and pour over it a 
quart of hot port wine, add sugar to the taste, let the mix
ture simmer for half an hour. 
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180 . Archb i shop . 

The same as Bishop, substituting claret for the port. 

1 8 1 . Cardina l . 

Same as above, substituting champagne for claret. 

182. P o p e . 

Same as above, substituting Burgundy for champagne. 

183 . A B i s h o p . 
(Protestant) 

4 table-spoons of white sugar. 
2 tumblers of water. 
1 lemon, in slices. 
1 bottle of claret. 
4 table-spoons of Santa Cruz or Jamaica. 
Ice. 

184 . Knickerbocker . 
(Use small bar glass.) 

1/2 a lime, or lemon, squeeze out the juice , and put rind 
and juice in the glass. 

2 teaspoonfuls of raspberry syrup. 
1 wine-glass Santa Cruz rum. 
1/2 teaspoonful of Curaçoa. 
Cool with shaved i ce ; shake up well, and ornament 

with berries in season. I f this is not sweet enough, put in 
a little more raspberry syrup. 

185 . R u n m f u s t i a n . 

This is the singular name bestowed upon a drink very 
much in vogue with English sportsmen, after their return 
from a day's shooting, and is concocted thus : 
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The yolks of a dozen eggs are well whisked up, and put 
into a quart of strong beer; to this is added a pint of gin; 
a Lottie of sherry is put into a saucepan, with a stick of 
cinnamon, a nutmeg grated, a dozen large lumps of sugar, 
and the rind of a lemon peeled very thin ; when the wine 
boils, it is poured upon the gin and beer, and the whole 
drunk hot. 

186. Claret Cup. 

To a bottle of thin claret add half a pint of cold water, a 
table-spoonful of finely powdered sugar, and a teaspoonful 
of cinnamon, cloves, and allspice, finely powdered and 
mixed together. Mix all well together, then add half the 
thin rind of a small lemon. This is a delicious summer 
beverage for evening parties. See No. 191. 

187. Porter Cup. 

Mix in a tankard or covered jug a bottle of porter, and 
an equal quantity of table-ale; pour in a glass of brandy, 
a dessert-spoonful of syrup of ginger, add three or four 
lumps of sugar, and half a nutmeg grated; cover it down, 
and expose it to the cold for half an hour; just before 
sending it to table, stir in a teaspoonful of carbonate of 
soda. Add the fresh-cut rind of a cucumber. 

188. English Curaçoa. 

Out away the peel of oranges very thin, until you have 
obtained half a dozen ounces of it; put these into a quart 
bottle, and then pour in a pint of genuine whiskey. Cork 
the bottle down tightly, and let the rind remain infused 
for ten or twelve days, giving the bottle a good shake as 
often as you have an opportunity for so doing; at the end 
of this period, take out the orange peel, and fill the bottle 

4 
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with clarified syrup, shake it well with the spirit, and let 
it remain for three days. Pour a teacupful of the liqueur 
into a mortar, and beat up a drachm of powdered alum, 
and an equal quantity of carbonate of potash ; pour this, 
when well mixed, into the bottle, shake it well, and in a 
week you will find the Curaçoa perfectly transparent, and 
equal in flavor to that imported from Malines, or any other 
place in the universe. 

189. Italian Lemonade. 

Pare and press two dozen lemons ; pour the juice on the 
peels, and let it remain on them all night; in the morning 
add two pounds of loaf-sugar, a quart of good sherry, and 
three quarts of boiling water. Mix well, add a quart of 
boiling milk, and strain it through a jelly-bag till clear. 

190. Quince Liqueur. 

2 quarts of quince juice. 
4 do. Cognac brandy. 
2 1/2 lbs. of white sugar. 
12 ounces of bitter almonds, bruised. 
1 lb. of coriander-seeds. 
36 cloves. 
Grate a sufficient number of quinces to make 2 quarts 

of juice, and squeeze them through a jelly-bag. Mix the 
ingredients all together, and put them in a demijohn, and 
shake them well every day for ten days. Then strain the 
liquid through a jelly-bag till it is perfectly clear, and 
bottle for use. This is a delightful liqueur, and can be 
relied upon, as it is from a recipe in the possession of a 
lady who is famous for concocting delicious potations. 
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191. Claret Cup, or Mulled Claret. 
(A. la Lord Saltoun.) 

Peel one lemon fine, add to it some white pounded 
sugar; pour over one glass of sherry, then add a bottle of 
claret (vin ordinaire, the best), and sugar to taste; add a 
sprig of verbena, one bottle of soda-water, and nutmeg, 
if you like it. For cup, strain and ice it well. For mull 
heat it and serve it hot. 

192. Bottled Velvet. 
(A la Sir John Bayley.) 

A bottle of Moselle, half a pint of sherry, the peel of a 
lemon, not too much, so as to have the flavor predominate; 
two table-spoonfuls of sugar ; add a sprig of verbena; all 
must be well mixed, and then strained and iced 

193. Champagne, Hock or Chablis Cup. 
(A la Goodriche.) 

Dissolve four or five lumps of sugar in a quarter of a 
pint of boiling water, with a little very thin lemon peel; 
let it stand a quarter of an hour; add one bottle of the 
above wines, and a sprig of verbena, a small glass of 
sherry; half a pint of water. Mix well, and let stand half 
an hour; strain, and ice it well. 

194. Cider Nectar. 

(A la Harold Littledale.) 

1 quart of cider. 
1 bottle of soda-water. 
1 glass of sherry. 
1 small glass of brandy. 
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Juice of half a lemon, peel of quarter of a lemon ; sugar 

and nutmeg to taste; a sprig of verbena. Flavor it to 
taste with extract of pineapple. Strain, and ice it all well. 
This is a delicious beverage, and only requires to be tasted 
to be appreciated. 

195. Badminton. 

Peel half of a middle-sized cucumber, and put it into a 
silver cup, with four ounces of powdered sugar, a little 
nutmeg, and a bottle of claret. When the sugar is thor
oughly dissolved, pour in a bottle of soda-water, and it is 
fit for use. 

196. MISCELLANEOUS DRINKS. 

197. Blue Blazer. 
(Use two large silver-plated mugs, with handles.) 

1 wine-glass of Scotch whiskey. 
1 do. boiling water. 
Put the whiskey and the boiling water in one mug, 

ignite the liquid with fire, and while blazing mix both in
gredients by pouring them four or five times from one 
mug to the other, as represented in the cut. If well done 
this will have the appearance of a continued stream of 
liquid fire. 

Sweeten with one teaspoonful of pulverized white sugar, 
and serve in a small bar tumbler, with a piece of lemon 
peel. 

The "blue blazer" 
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blue blazer. 

classic name, but it tastes better to the palate than it 
sounds to the ear. A beholder gazing for the first time 
upon an experienced artist, compounding this beverage, 
would naturally come to the conclusion that it was a nectar 
for Pluto rather than Bacchus. The novice in mixing this 
beverage should be careful not to scald himself. To be
come proficient in throwing the liquid from one mug to 
the other, it will be necessary to practise for some time 
with cold water. 

198. "Jerry Thomas '" own Decanter Bitters, 

1 lb. of raisins. 
2 ounces of cinnamon. 
1 do snake-root. 
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1 lemon and 1 orange cut in slices. 
I ounce of cloves. 
1 do. allspice. 
Fill decanter with Santa Cruz rum. 
Bottle and serve out in pony glasses. 
As fast as the bitters is used fill up again with rum 

199. Burnt Brandy and Peach. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

This drink is very popular in the Southern States, where 
It is sometimes used as a cure for diarrhoea. 

1 wine-glass of Cognac 
burnt in a saucer or plate. 1/2 table-spoon of white sugar 

2 or 3 slices of dried peaches. 
Place the dried fruit in a glass and pour the liquid over 

them. 

200. Black Stripe. 

(Use small bar glass.) 

1 wine-glass of Santa Cruz rum. 
1 table-spoonful of molasses. 
This drink can either be made in summer or winte. if 

in the former season, mix in 1 table spoonful of water and 
cool with shaved ice ; if in the latter, fill up the tui oler 
with boiling water. Grate a little nutmeg on top. 

201 . Peach and Honey. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

1 table-spoonful of honey. 
1 wine-glass of peach brandy. 
Stir with a spoon. 
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202. Gin and Pine. 
(Use wine-glass.) 

Split a piece of the heart of a green pine log into fine 
splints, about the size of a cedar lead-pencil, take 2 ounces 
of the same and put into a quart decanter, and fill the de-
canter with gin. 

Let the pine soak for two hours, and the gin will be 
ready to serve. 

203. Gin and Tansy. 

(Use wine-glass.) 

Fill a quart decanter 1/3 full of tansy, and pour in gin to 
fill up the balance 1/3 tansy to 2/3 gin. Serve to customers 
in a wine-glass. 

204. Gin and "Wormwood. 

(Use small bar glass.) 

Put three or four sprigs of wormwood into a quart de-
canter, and fill up with gin. 

The above three drinks are not much used except in 
anal, country villages. 

205. Scotch Whiskey Skin. 

(Use small bar glass.) 
1 wine-glass of Scotch whiskey. 
1 piece of lemon peel. 

Fill the tumbler one-half full with boiling water. 

206. Columbia Skin. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

This is a Boston drink, and is made the same as a 
whiskey skin. 
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207. Hot Spiced Rum. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

1 teaspoonful of sugar. 
1 wine-glass of Jamaica rum. 
1 teaspoonful of mixed spices, (allspice and cloves.) 
1 piece of butter as large as half of a chestnut 
Fill tumbler with hot water. 

208. Ho t Rum. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

This drink is made the same as the hot spiced rum, omi 
ting the spices, and grating a little nutmeg on top. 

209. Stone Fence. 
(Use large bar glass.) 

1 wine-glass of whiskey (Bourbon). 
2 or 3 small pumps of ice. 
Fill up the glass with sweet cider. 

210. Absinthe. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

1 wine-glass of absinthe. 
Four water, drop by drop, until the glass is full Nev 

use a spoon. 

211. Rhine Wine and Seltzer-Water. 

(Use largo-bar glass.) 

Fill large bar glass half full with Rhine wine, and 
balance with Seltzer-water. This is a German drink, a 
is not very likely to be called for at an American bar. 
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212. "Ar f and Arf." 

(Use large bar glass.) 

In London this drink is made by mixing half porte and 
half ale, in America it is made by mixing half new and 
half old ale. 

213 . Brandy Straight. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

In serving this drink you simply put a piece of ice in a 
tumbler, and hand to your customer, with the bottle of 
brandy. This is very safe for a steady drink, but though a 
straight beverage, it is often used on a bender. 

214. Gin Straight. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

Same as brandy straight, substituting gin for brandy. 

215. Pony Brandy. 
(Use pony-glass.) 

Fill the pony-glass with (Sasarac) best brandy, and 
land it to your customer. 

216. Brandy and Soda. 

(Sometimes called Stone Wall.) 

(Use large bar glass.) 

wine-glass of Cognac brandy. 
1/3 glass of fine ice. 
Fill up with plain soda. 
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217. Brandy and Gum. 

(Use small bar glass.) 

Same as brandy straight, with one dash of gum syrup. 

218. Sherry and Egg. 
(Use small bar glass.) 

1 Egg. 
1 wine-glass of sherry. 

219. Sherry and Bitters. 

1 dash of bitters. 
1 wine-glass of sherry. 

220. Sherry and Ice. 

(Use small bar glass.) 

Put two lumps of ice in a glass, and fill with wine. 
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221. TEMPERANCE DRINKS 
222. Lemonade. 

(Use large bar glass.) 
The juice of half a lemon, 
1 1/2 table-spoonful of sugar. 
2 or three pieces of orange. 
1 table-spoonful of raspberry or strawberry syrup. 
Fill the tumbler one-half full with shaved ice, the bal

ance with water; dash with port wine, and ornament with 
fruits in season. 

223. Plain Lemonade. 
(From a recipe by the celebrated Soyer.) 

Cut in very thin slices 3 lemons, put them in a basin 
add half a pound of sugar, either white or brown ; bruise 
all together, add a gallon of water, and stir well. It is 
then ready. 

224. Lemonade. 
(Fine for parties.) 

The rind of 2 lemons. 
Juice of 3 large do. 
1/2 lb. of loaf-sugar. 
1 quart of boiling water. 
Rub some of the sugar, in lumps, on two of the lemons 
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until they have imbibed all the oil from them, and put it 
with the remainder of the sugar into a jug ; add the lemon 
juice (but no pips), and pour over the whole a quart of 
boiling water. When the sugar is dissolved, strain the 
lemonade through a piece of muslin, and, when cool, it 
will be ready for use. 

The lemonade will be much improved by having the 
white of an egg beaten up with it; a little sherry mixed 
with it also makes this beverage much nicer. 

225. Orangeade. 

This agreeable beverage is made the same way as lemon 
ade, substituting oranges for lemons. 

226. Orgeat Lemonade. 
(Use largo bar glass.) 

1/2 wine-glass of orgeat syrup. 
The juice of half of a lemon. 
Fill the tumbler one-third full of ice, and balance with 

water. Shake well, arid ornament with berries in season. 

227. Ginger Lemonade. 

Boil twelve pounds and a half of lump-sugar for twenty 
minutes in ten gallons of water ; clear it with the whites 
of six eggs. Bruise half a pound of common ginger, boil 
with the liquor, and then pour it upon ten lemons pared 
When quite cold, put it in a cask, with two table-spoonfuli 
of yeast, the lemons sliced, and half an ounce of isinglass 
Bung up the cask the next day; it will be ready in two 
weeks. 
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228. Soda Nectar. 
(Use large tumbler.) 

Juice of 1 lemon. 
3/4 tumblerful of water. 
Powdered white sugar to taste. 
1/2 small teaspoonful of carbonate of soda. 
Strain the juice of the lemon, and add it to the water, 

with sufficient white sugar to sweeten the whole nicely. 
When well mixed, put in the soda, stir well, and drink 
while the mixture is in an effervescing state. 

229. Drink for the Dog Days. 

A bottle of soda-water poured into a large goblet, in 
which a lemon ice has been placed, forms a deliciously 
cool and refreshing drink; but should be taken with some 
care, and positively avoided whilst you are very hot. 

230. Sherbet. 

Eight ounces of carbonate of soda, six ounces of tartaric 
acid, two pounds of loaf-sugar (finely powdered), three 
drachms of essence of lemon. Let the powders be very 
dry. Mix them intimately, and keep them for use in a 
wide-mouthed bottle, closely corked. Put two good-sized 
teaspoonfuls into a tumbler; pour in half a pint of cold 
water, stir briskly, and drink off. 

231. Lemonade Powders 

One pound of finely-powdered loaf-sugar, one ounce of 
tartaric or citric acid, and twenty drops of essence of 
lemon. Mix, and keep very dry. Two or three teaspoon
fuls of this stirred briskly in a tumbler of water will make 
a very pleasant glass of lemonade If effervescent lemon-
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ade be desired, one ounce of carbonate of soda must be 
added to the above. 

232. Draught Lemonade, or L e m o n Sherbet. 
Four lemons sliced,four ounces of lump-sugar, one quart 

of boiling water. Very fine. A cheaper drink may be 
made thus :—One ounce of cream of tartar, one ounce of 
tartaric or citric acid, the juice and peel of two lemons, 
and half a pound, or more, of loaf-sugar. The sweeten
ing must be regulated according to taste. 

233. Imperial Drink for Families. 
Two ounces of cream of tartar, the juice and peel of 

two or three lemons, and half a pound of coarse sugar. 
Put these into a gallon pitcher, and pour on boiling water. 
When cool, it will be fit for use. 

234. Nectar. 

One drachm of citric acid, one scruple of bicarbonate of 
potash, one ounce of white sugar, powdered. Fill a soda-
water bottle nearly full of water, drop in the potash and 
sugar, and lastly the citric acid. Cork the bottle up im
mediately, and shake. As soon as the crystals are dis
solved, the nectar is fit for use. It may be colored with a 
small portion of cochineal. 

235. Raspberry, Strawberry, Currant, or Orange 
Effervescing Draughts. 

Take one quart of the juice of either of the above fruits, 
filter it, and boil it into a syrup, with one pound of pow
dered loaf-sugar. To this add one ounce and a half of tar
taric acid. When cold put it into a bottle, and keep it 
well corked. When required for use, fill a half-pint tum 
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blеr three parts full of water, and add two table-spoonfuls 
of the syrup. Then stir in briskly a small teaspoonful of 
jarbonate of soda, and a very delicious drink will be 
formed. The color may be improved by adding a very 
small portion of cochineal to the syrup at the time of 
boiling. 

236. Ginger Wine. 

Put twelve pounds of loaf-sugar and six ounces of pow
dered ginger into six gallons of water; let it boil for an 
hour, then beat up the whites of half a dozen eggs with a 
whisk, and mix them well with the liquor. When quite 
cold put it into a barrel, with six lemons cut into slices, 
and a cupful of yeast; let it work for three days, then 
put in the bung. In a week's time you may bottle it, and 
it will be ready for immediate use. 
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APPENDIX. 

The following additional Recipes include all the latest 
inventions in Beverages, obtained through the courtesy of 
some of the most celebrated caterers to the tastes of an 
appreciative public in our first class bars and wine-rooms : 
also a number of new and highly-approved recipes for 
compounding Prepared Punches according to the latest 
and most popular methods, with all the information 
necessary for making such of the ingredients as require 
previous preparation. 

237 . B r a n d y Da i sy . 

(Use small bar glass.) 

3 or 4 dashes gum syrup. 
2 or 3 do. orange cordial. 
The juice of half a lemon. 
1 small wineglass of brandy. 
Fill glass half full of shaved ice. 
Shake well and strain into a glass, and fill up with Selt

zer water from a syphon. 

2 3 8 . W h i s k e y Da isy . 

Prepared in the same manner as Brandy Daisy, substi
tuting whiskey for the brandy. 
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239. Gin Daisy . 

Made in the same way as Brandy Daisy, but using 
gin instead of brandy. 

240. S u m Daisy. 

Mixed with the same ingredients as Brandy Daisy, but 
using rum instead of brandy. 

241. I m p r o v e d B r a n d y Cockta i l . 

(Use ordinary bar glass.) 

2 dashes Boker's (or Angostura) Bitters. 
3 do. gum syrup. 
2 do. Maraschino. 
1 dash Absinthe. 
1 small piece of the yellow rind of a lemon, twisted to 

express the oil. 
1 small wineglass of brandy. 
Fill glass one-third full of shaved ice, shake well, and 

strain into a fancy cocktail glass. 
The flavor is improved by moistening the edge of the 

cocktail glass with a piece of lemon. 

242. Improved Whiskey Cocktail. 
Prepared in the same manner as the Improved Brandy 

Cocktail, by substituting whiskey for the brandy. 
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243. I m p r o v e d Gin Cocktai l . 

Use the same method and ingredients as in No. 241 sub
stituting gin for the brandy. 

244. Whiskey Fiz. 

(Use small bar glass.) 

4 or 5 dashes of gum syrup. 
Juice of 1/2 a lemon. 
1 small wineglass of whiskey. 
Fill the glass half full of shaved ice, shake up well and 

strain into a glass. 
Fill up the glass with Seltzer water from a syphon and 

drink without hesitation. 

245. Brandy Fiz. 

This is concocted the same way as the Whiskey Fiz, 
substituting brandy for whiskey. 

246. Gin Fiz. 

The same as Whiskey Fiz, substituting gin for whiskey. 

247. Santa Cruz Rum Fiz . 

The same as Whiskey Fiz, substituting Santa Cruz rum 
for whiskey. 
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248 . T o m Collins W h i s k e y . 

(Use large bar glass.) 

5 or 6 dashes of gum syrup. 
Juice of a small lemon. 
1 large wineglass of whiskey. 
Pill the glass half full of shaved ice, shake up well and 

strain into a large bar glass. 
Pill up the glass with plain soda water and imbibe 

while it is lively. 

249. T o m Collins Brandy . 

The same as Tom Collins Whiskey, substituting brandy 
for whiskey. 

250. T o m Collins Gin . 

The same as Tom Collins Whiskey, substituting gin for 
whiskey. 

251. B r a n d y Fl ip , Cold . 

Take 1 tablespoonful powdered sugar. 
Add 1 wineglass of brandy. 

1/2 do. water. 
A piece of lemon. 

Fill the tumbler two-thirds full of ice, broken fine. 
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353 . Gin F l ip , Cold . 

Take 1 tablespoontul powdered sugar. 
Add 1 wineglass of good gin. 

1/2 do. water. 
A piece of lemon. 

Fill the tumbler two-thirds full with broken ice. 

253 . Imper ia l E g g N o g g . 

Take 1 tablespoonful powdered sugar. 
1 do. cold water. 
1 wineglassful brandy. 
1 egg. 
1/2 tumbler of milk. 
A little St. Croix rum. 

Shake it well with a small quantity of ice, then grate 
a little nutmeg over it. 

354. E l Dorado P u n c h . 

Take 1 pony brandy. 
1/2 do. Jamaica rum. 
1/2 do. Bourbon. 
1 tablespoonful powdered sugar. 
A slice of lemon. 

Fill the tumbler with fine ice, shake well and ornament 
with berries or small pieces of orange. Garnish with a 
straw. 
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255. Prepared Punch. 

A glass of punch, with all the et ceteras, is an excellent 
thing; the main difficulty about it is that, outside of a well-
appointed bar-room, the necessary ingredients are not 
usually found, ready to hand at the moment when they 
are indispensable; and, even under the most favorable cir
cumstances, it is not every one that knows the precise 
proportions and happy blending of flavors that constitute 
a perfect glass of punch. 

The enlightenment of the present day is full of short
cuts to comfort, and all the impediments in the way of 
enjoying a social glass of punch, compounded according 
to the latest discoveries of the art, are obviated by having 
a bottle of the desired nectar in a concentrated form, ready 
brewed in exact proportions, and nothing needed but a 
moderate supply of hot or cold water, or ice, to adjust it 
to the correct strength and temperature, and a glass to 
receive the welcome libation. 

The following recipes for concocting the latest and most 
improved varieties of punch are intended for bottling for 
ready use. 

Directions for preparing such ingredients as are of a 
compound nature will be found at the end of the punch 
receipts- (See page 103). 

258. E m p i r e Ci ty Punch . 

Take 5 ounces sweet almonds. 
5 do. bitter almonds. 
1 do. powdered cinnamon. 
1/2 do. do. cloves. 
5 do. plain syrup. 
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2 gallons Bourbon whiskey. 
1 do. raspberry syrup. 
7 do. water. 

Scald the almonds and peel them, then mash them, 
and rub them well with the plain syrup and spices. Boil 
the whole for about five minutes in the water, and when 
cool, strain through a plain flannel filter. Then add the 
whiskey and raspberry syrup, mixing all together thor
oughly. 

257. Ki r schwasse r P u n c h . 
Take 7 gallons plain syrup. 
1 1/2 do. lemon juice. 

5 do. kirschwasser. 
Mix them thoroughly and strain through canton flannel. 
Instead of the lemon juice, 1/2 a pint of essence of lemon 

may be used, prepared according to receipt No. 279. 

258 . Manhat tan M i l k P u n c h . 

Take 7 lemons. 
7 oranges. 
1 pint spirits (70 per cent). 
3 do. rum. 
3 do. brandy. 
2 quarts milk. 
3 do. water. 
1 do. gum syrup. 
1 nutmeg, grated. 
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Infuse the peel of the oranges and lemons in the spirits 
for three days; strain and add the juice of the oranges 
and lemons, and the brandy, rum and water. Next, boil 
the milk, adding to it the nutmeg; pour this into the. 
liquor, and mix thoroughly. Filter through felt, add the 
syrup, and bottle. If well corked it will keep in any 
climate. 

259. Rum Punch . 

Take 1 1/2 gallons high-flavored Jamaica rum. 
3 do. spirits (70 per cent.) 
3 do. plain syrup. 
1/2 pint tincture of lemon peel. 
1/4 do. raspberry juice. 
1/4 do. caramel. 

Mix the whole together, and run it through a flannel 
bag. Some people add a dessert-spoonful each of tincture 
of cloves and tincture of cinnamon. Punch thus prepared 
may be used either as a hot or cold drink; by mixing it 
half and half with boiling or cold water, or pouring the 
punch into a tumbler filled with cracked ice, it makes a 
pleasant and refreshing drink, and is also a very good 
remedy for a cold in the head 

260 . A r r a c k P u n c h . 

Take 1 1/2 gallons Batavia arrack. 
3 do. spirits (70 per cent.) 
3 do. plain syrup. 
1/2 pint tincture of lemon peel. 

Mix all together, and it is ready for immediate use. 
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261. Claret W i n e P u n c h . 

Take 5 gallons claret wine. 
2 1/2 do. spirits (70 per cent.) 
3 do. plain syrup. 
1 pint tincture of lemon peel. 
\ do. raspberry juice. 
1 ounce tartaric acid. 
1 1/2 do. tincture of cloves. 
1 1/2 do. do. cinnamon. 

First dissolve the tartaric acid in a small portion of the 
spirits. Mix the tinctures with the remainder of the 
spirits. Pour the two mixtures together, and add the 
remaining ingredients. 

2 6 2 . W i n e Punch . 

Take 5 gallons Port or Marseilles wine. 
1 1/2 do. spirits (70 per cent.) 
3 do. plain syrup. 
3 ounces tartaric acid. 
3 do. tincture of allspice. 

First dissolve the tartaric acid in a portion of the 
spirits; mix that with the remainder of the spirits, and 
add the other ingredients. 

263 . W h i s k e y Punch. 

Take 4 1/2 gallons Bourbon whiskey. 
3 do. plain syrup. 
1/2 pint tincture of lemon peel. 
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1/2 pint tincture orange peel. 
3 ounces do. allspice. 
2 dessert-spoonfuls tincture of cloves. 

Mis the tinctures thoroughly with the whiskey, and 
then add the syrup. 

264. B r a n d y Punch . 

Take 5 gallons strong brandy. 
3 do. plain syrup. 
1/2 pint tincture of lemon peel. 
1/2 do. do. orange peel. 
3 ounces do. allspice. 
1/2 wineglassful tincture of cloves. 

Mix the tinctures with the Brandy, and add the syrup. 

265. St. D o m i n g o P u n c h . 

Take 10 gallons arrack. 
6 do. plain syrup. 
2 ounces tartaric acid. 

10 drops oil of cloves. 
10 do. do. lemon. 
5 do. do. orange. 
5 do. do. cinnamon. 
2 ounces alcohol (95 per cent.) 

First dissolve the tartaric acid in a portion of the arrack, 
and add it to the remainder. Next cut the oils in the 
alcohol add this to the arrack, and lastly add the syrup. 
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266 . W e d d i n g P u n c h . 

Take 1/2 pint pineapple juice. 
1 do. lemon juice. 
1 do. lemon syrup. 
1 bottle claret or port wine. 
1/2 lb. sugar. 
1/2 pint boiling water. 
6 grains vanilla. 
1 grain ambergris. 
1 pint strong brandy. 

Rub the vanilla and ambergris with the sugar in the 
brandy thoroughly; let it stand in a corked bottle for a 
few hours, shaking occasionally. Then add the lemon 
juice, pineapple juice and wine; filter through flannel, and 
lastly, add the syrup. 

267 . R o m a n Punch . 

Take 1 quart boiling syrup. 
1 do. brandy. 
1 do. Jamaica rum. 

21 eggs. 
1 lemon. 

Beat the eggs to a froth with the juice of the lemon; 
stir in the liquors; filter through felt or close flannel, and 
add the syrup. Bottle for use. 
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268 . B r a n d y Cocktai l for Bot t l ing. 

Take 5 gallons strong brandy. 
2 do. water. 
1 quart Stoughton's Bitters. 
1 do. gum syrup. 
1 bottle Curaçoa. 

Mix thoroughly, and filter through Canton flannel. 

2 6 9 . B r a n d y Cocktai l for Bottl ing. 

Take 5 gallons spirits (70 per cent.) 
2 do. water. 
1 quart gum syrup. 
1/4 pint essence of Cognac. 
1 ounce tincture of cloves. 
1 do. do. gentian. 
2 do. do. orange peel. 
1/4 do. do. Cardamoms. 
1/2 do. do. liquorice root. 

Mix the essence and tinctures with a portion of the 
spirits; add the remainder of the ingredients, and color 
with a sufficient quantity of solferino and caramel (in 
equal parts) to give the desired color. 

270 . Gin Cocktai l for Bot t l ing. 

Take 5 gallons gin. 
2 do. water. 
1 quart gum syrup. 
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2 ounces tincture of orange peel. 
7 do. do. gentian. 
1/2 do. do. cardamoms. 
1/2 do. do. lemon peel. 

Mix them together, and give the desired color with sol 
ferino and caramel, in equal proportions. 

271 . B o u r b o n Cocktai l for Bot t l ing. 

Take 5 gallons bourbon. 
2 do. water. 
1 quart gum syrup. 
2 ounces tincture of orange peel. 
1 do. do. lemon peel. 
1 do. do. gentian. 
1/2 do. do. cardamoms. 

Mix these ingredients thoroughly, and color with solfer-
ino and caramel, in equal proportions. 

272. California M i l k Punch . 

Take the juice of 6 lemons. 
The peel of 2 do. 
1 pound loaf sugar. 
1 pineapple, peeled, sliced and pounded. 
6 cloves. 

20 coriander seeds. 
1 small stick of cinnamon. 
1 pint of brandy. 
1 do. good rum. 
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1/4 pint of arrack. 
1 cup of strong green tea. 
1 quart boiling water. 
1 do. boiling milk. 

Mix all the ingredients, except the milk, and cork it 
close until cool; then add the milk. If made in larger 
proportions for bottling, it must be filtered. 

273. P u n c h D'Orsay. 

Take 1 gallon strong brandy. 
3 pounds loaf sugar. 

1 1/2 gallons water. 
6 lemons 
6 oranges. 

Cut off the yellow rind of the oranges and lemons; 
macerate them for 24 hours in the brandy; strain and 
press. Boil the sugar in the water, adding the juice of 
the 6 oranges, and of 3 of the lemons; skim the syrup, and 
add it to the liquor. Lastly, filter through Canton flannel. 

274. R e g e n t Punch . 

Take 1 gallon pure Cognac. 
1 do. do. Jamaica rum. 
6 pounds loaf sugar. 
3 gallons water. 
1 ounce green tea. 

30 lemons. 
7 oranges. 
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9 drachms ground cinnamon. 
1/3 do. do. cloves. 
1 do. do. vanilla. 

Macerate the peel of 7 lemons and 7 oranges in the 
Cognac and rum for 24 hours. Boil the sugar in the 
water; skim and add the tea. When cool, mix with the 
liquor, and add the juice of the 30 lemons and 7 oranges. 
Filter, and bottle for use. 
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275 . S Y R U P S , T I N C T U R E S , & c . 

Ths following preparations consist of ingredients used 
in the preceding recipes for making Prepared Punches: 

2 7 6 . P la in S y r u p . 

Take 6 1/2 pounds loaf sugar. 
1/2 gallon water. 
The white of 1 egg. 

Boil until dissolved, and filter through flannel. 

277. G u m S y r u p . 

Take 14 pounds loaf sugar. 
1 gallon water. 

Boil together for five minutes, and add water to make 
up to 2 gallons. 

278. L e m o n Syrup . 

Take 5 gallons gum syrup. 
4 ounces tartaric acid. 
1 do. oil of lemon. 
1 pint alcohol. 
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Cut the oil of lemon in the alcohol, add the tartaric 
acid, and mix thoroughly with the syrup. 

279. Essence o f L e m o n . 

Take 1 ounce oil of lemon. 
1 quart alcohol (95 per cent.) 
1/2 pint water. 
14 ounces citric acid. 

Grind the citric acid to a powder in a porcelain mortar; 
dissolve it in the water. Then cut the oil of lemon in the 
alcohol, and add the acid water. 

280. Essence o f Cognac . 

Take 1 ounce oil of cognac. 
1/2 gallon spirits (95 per cent.) 
1 do. do. (70 per cent.) 
2 ounces strong ammonia. 
1 pound fine black tea. 
2 do. prunes. 

Dissolve the oil of cognac in the 95 per cent, spirits; 
cork it tightly in a bottle and let it stand three days, fre
quently shaking it, then add the ammonia. 

Mash the primes (breaking the kernels) and put them 
with the tea and the 70 per cent, spirits into a stone jar 
of 3 gallons capacity; cover closely, and let it stand for 8 
days. Filter the liquor, and add it to the solution of oil 
and ammonia. Bottle for use. This quantity is sufficient 
for flavoring 100 gallons of brandy. 
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281. Solferino Color ing . 

Take 1 ounce solferino. 
1 gallon alcohol (95 per cent.) 

But them in a bottle, shake well, and in 24 hours it will 
be ready for use. 

2 8 2 . Caramel. 

Take 7 pounds loaf sugar. 
1 pint water. 

Crush and dissolve the sugar in the water; boil it in a 
5-gallon. copper kettle, stirring occasionally, until it gets 
brown; when it begins to bum, reduce the fire; let it 
burn until the smoke becomes offensive to the eyes; then 
try it by dipping a rod into it, arid letting a few drops 
fall into a glass of cold water; if it settles at the bottom 
and crystallizes, so that it will crack, it is done. Then 
take about half gallon luke-warm water, and pour it in 
by degrees, stirring all the time. When thoroughly mixed, 
filter it while hot through a coarse flannel filter. 

283 . Tinc ture o f Orange Peel . 

Take 1 pound dried orange peel (ground.) 
1 gallon spirits (95 per cent.) 

Place them in a closely corked vessel for 10 days. Strain 
and bottle for use. 
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284. Tinc ture o f L e m o n Pee l . 

Cut into small chips the peel of 12 large lemons. Place 
it in a glass jar and pour over it 1 gallon spirits, 20 per 
cent, above. Let it stand until the lemon peel has all 
sunk to the bottom of the liquor. It is then ready for 
use without either filtering or straining. 

285 . Tinc ture o f Cloves . 

Take 1 pound of ground cloves; warm them over a fire 
until quite hot; put them quickly into a jar, pour on them 
1 gallon 95 per cent, alcohol, cover them air-tight, and let 
them stand for 10 days. Draw off into bottles and cork 
close. 

286 . Tinc ture o f Cinnamon. 

Place 2 pounds of ground cinnamon into a jar with 1 
gallon 95 per cent, alcohol, closely covered. At the end 
of 8 days strain the liquor clear; wash the sediment with 
1 quart proof spirits; strain it; mix the two liquors 
together, and filter through blotting paper. 

287 . Tinc ture o f Al l sp ice . 

This is prepared in the same manner as tincture of cin
namon, using ground allspice instead of cinnamon. 
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288. Tinc ture o f Gentian. 

This is made with ground gentian in the same manner 
as for tincture of cloves. 
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The French Wine and Liquor Manufacturer. A Practical 
Guide and Receipt Book for the Liquor Merchant. Being a clear and com. 
prehensive Treatise on the Manufacture and Imitation of Brandy, Rum, 
Gin and "Whisky, with Practical Observations and Rules for the Manu
facture and Management of all kinds of "Wine, by Mixing, Boiling and Fer
mentation, as practiced in Europe; including complete instructions for 
Manufacturing Champagne "Wine, and the most approved methods for 
making a variety of Cordials, Liquors, Punch, Essences, Bitters and 
Syrups, together with a number of Recipes for Fining, Flavoring, Filtering 
and Coloring Wines and Liquors, and instructions for Restoring and Keep
ing Ale and Cider. Also containing the latest improvements for Manu
facturing Vinegar by the Quick Method. To which is added a collection of 
Descriptive Articles on Alcohol, Distillation, Maceration and the use of the 
Hydrometer; with Tables, Comparative Scale, and 14 important Rules for 
Purchasing, Reducing and Raising the Strength of Alcohol, etc. Illus
trated with descriptive diagrams and engravings. Adapted forthe Use and 
Information of the Trade in the United States and Canada. By John 

Rack, Practical Wine and Liquor Manufacturer. Bound in cloth $3.00 

Bartender's Guide. Containing Recipes for Mixing American, 
English, French, German, Italian, Spanish and Russian. Drinks—such as 
Juleps, Punches, Cobblers, Slings, Cocktails, etc. By Jerry Thoma3, late 
Bartender at the Metropolitan Hotel, New York, and Planter's House, St. 
Louis. To which is appended a Manual for the Manufacture of Cordials, 
Liquors, Fancy Syrups, etc., containing Recipes after the most approved 
methods now used in the Distillation of Liquors and Beverages, designed 
for the special use of Manufacturers and Dealers in Wines and Spirits, 
Grocers, Tavern-keepers and Private Families—the same being adapted to 
the trade of the United States and Canada. The whole work containing 
over 700 valuable recipes. A large book, bound in cloth $2.50 

The Independent Liquorist; or, The Art of Manufacturing 
, all kinds of Syrups, Bittars, Cordials, Champagne, "Wines, lager 

Beer, Ale, Porter, Beer, Punches, Tinctures, Extracts, Brandy, Gin, 
Essences, Flavorings, Colorings, Sauces, Catsup3, Pickles, Preserves, 
etc. By L. Monzert, Practical Liquorist and Chemist. Every Druggist, 
Grocer, Restaurant, Hotel-keeper, Farmer, Fruit Dealer, "Wine Merchant, 
should have a copy of this work. It gives the most approved methods, and 
a true description of the manner in which our most popular beverages are 
prepared, in such plain terms that the most inexperienced person can manu
facture as well as the practical man, without the aid of any expensive ap
paratus. 12mo, cloth $3,00 

The Bordeaux Wine and Liquor Dealer's Guide. A Treatise 
on the Manufacture of French "Wines and Liquors, with full directions to 
the Liquor Dealer how to manage his Liquors, "Wines, etc., etc. A book of 
great value to every person who deals in Foreign and American Spirituous 
Liquors, or Foreign Wines, Cordials, etc. It tells exactly how all kinds of 
them are made. The directions are simple and easily understood. It also 
tells how to make all kinds of Ales, Porter and other fermented liquor, how 
to manage Cider, etc. 12mo, cloth $2,59 

Lacour on the Manufacture of Liquors, Wines and Cordials, 
Without the aid of Distillation. Also, the Manufacture of Effervescing 
Beverages and Syrups, Vinegar and Bitters. Prepared and arranged ex
pressly for the Trade. By Pierre Lacour. By the use of this book every 
man can make all kinds of liquors, wines, cordials and vinegar and syrups 
at home, without the use of any apparatus of any kind. The work is by the 
French chemist, Lacour, of Bordeaux. We would advise all who are con-
cerned in the liquor business to get the work. Bound in cloth. $2.50 



Popular Song Books sent Free of Postage. Price Ten Cents each. 

NEW SONG BOOKS. 
This list of Song Books contains all kinds of Songs, embracing Love, Senti 

mental. Ethiopian, Scotch, Irish, Convivial, Comic, Patriotic, Pathetic and 
Dutch Songs, besides a great variety of Stump Speeches, Burlesque Orations, 
Plantation Scenes, Irish, Dutch and Yankee Stories, Comic Recitations, Con. 
undrums and Toasts. 
Harry Richmond's My Young Wife and I Songster 10 cts 
Harry Robinson's Don't You Wish You Was Me Songster. .10 " 
Johnny Wild What Am I Doing Songster 10 " 
Buell's Ku-Klux-Klan Songster 10 " 
Frank Kern's Pretty Little Dear Songster 10 " 
Harry Richmond's Not For Joseph Songster 10 " 
Dave Reed's Sally Come Up Songster 10 " 
The Tootle Tum Tootle-Tum Tay Songster .10 " 
Sam Slick's Yankee Songster 10 " 
Champagne Charley Songster 10 " 
Jenny Engel's Dear Little Sh amrock Songster 10 * 
Billy* Emerson's New Comic Songster 10 1 1 

Berry's Laugh and Grow Fat Songster.... -10 " 
Tony Pastor's Bowery Songster 10 " 
Tony Pastor's Water-Fall Songster 10 " 
Tony Pastor's 444 Combination Songster 10 " 
Tony Pastor's Opera-House Songster 10 " 
Tony Pastor's Carte De Visite Songster 1 0 " 
Tony Pastor's Great Sensation Songster ... 10 " 
Tony Pastor's Own Comic Vocalist 10 " 
Tony Pastor's Comic Irish Songster 10 " 
Tony Pastor's Comic Songster . . . 1 0 " 
Tony Pastor's Union Songster » 10 " 
Paddy's the Boy Songster 10 " -
Bonny Dundee Songster 10 " 
Will Carleton's Dandy Pat Songster - 10 " 
Billy Emerson's Nancy Fat Songster 10 " 
Hooley's Opera-House Songster.- 10 " 
Sam Sharpley's Iron-Clad Songster 10 " 
Joe English's Comic Irish Songster 10 " 
Rodey Maguire's Comic Variety Songster 10 " 
Harry Pell's Ebony Songster 10 " 
Frank Brewer's Black Diamond Songster 10 " 
Frank Converse's Old Cremona Songster 10 " 
Nelse Seymour's Big Shoe Songster 10 " 
The Lannigan's Bail Songster 10 " 
Tom Moore's Irish Melodies 10 " 
Billy Holmes' Comic Local Lyrics 10 " 
Fattie Stewart's Comic Songster 10 " 
Christy's Bones and Banjo Songster 1 0 " 
George Christy's Essence of Old Kentucky • 10 
Christy's New Songster and Black Joker * 1 0 " 
The Convivial Songster 10 " 
Heart and Home Songster 10 " 
Bob Hart's Plantation Songster. 10 " 
Billy Birch's Ethiopian Songster 10 " 
The Shamrock; or, Songs of Ireland 10 " 
Harrison's Comic Songster 10 " 
The Camp-Fire Song Book - 10 " 
The Charley O'Malley Irish Songster . 10 " 
Fred May's Comic Irish Songster 10 " 
The Love and Sentimental Songster » 10 " 
The Irish Boy and Yankee Girl Songster 10 " 
The Frisky Irish Songster 10 " 
Gus Shaw's Comic Songster 10 " 
Wood's Minstrel Song Book 10 " 
Wood's Now Plantation Mélodies . . . . „ . , . . . 10 " 



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed. 

Tambo's End-Men's Minstrel Gags. Containing some of the 
best jokes and repartees of the most celebrated "burnt cork "performers 
of our day. Tambo and Bones in all sorts and manner of scrapes. Also 
containing a rich collection of Ballads, humorous and pathetic, Darkey 
Dialogues, Sketches, Plantation Scenes, Eccentric Doings, Humorous 
Lectures, Laughable Interludes, Huge Africanisms, Burlesque Stump 
Speecb.es, Mirth-provoking Witticisms, Conundrums, Yarns, Plantation 
Songs and Dances, etc., etc. In short, a complete Hand-Book of Burnt 
Cork Drollery, which will be found alike useful to the professional and 
amateur. Everything new and rich. Paper covers 30 cts 
Bound in boards, with, cloth back 50 cts 

Tony Denier's Parlor Tableaux, or Living Pictures. Con
taining about eighty popular subjects, with plain and explicit directions 
for arranging the stage, dressing-rooms, lights, full description of cos
tumes, duties of stage manager, properties and scenery required, and all 
the necessary directions for getting them up. Among the contents there 
are nine tableaux for male and an equal number for female characters 
only. A great number of them introduce groups of boys, and many more 
groups of girls only; others again introducing both; and still more in 
which entire classes can take part. Everything is stated in a plain, simple 
manner, so that it will be easily understood; everything like style or un
necessary show has been avoided. For public or private entertainment, 
there is nothing which is so interesting as the tableau. Price... .25 cts 

Tony Denier's Secret of Performing Shadow Pantomimes. 
Showing how to get them up and how to act in them; with full and con
cise instructions and numerous illustrations. Also full and complete 
descriptions of properties and costumes. 

C O N T E N T S . 
Introduction; Shadow Bluff, or, 

Who's Who ? Tooth Drawing Extra
ordinary; Amputation like Winking; 
The Haunted House; We Won't Go 
Home till Morning; Jocko, or the 
Mischievous Monkey; The Madcap 
Barber; Cribbage, or, The Devil 
among the Cards; The Lover's Strat
agem; The Game of Base Ball; Regu

lar Hash, or, The Boarding-House 
Conspiracy; The Mechanical Statue; 
The African Serenaders; The Model 
Prize Fight; The Magic Cask, or, The 
Indu strious and Idle Apprentice; 
The Tragical Duel, or, The Comical 
Rivals; Old Dame Trot and her 
Comical Cat. 

Price 25 cts 

Barmby's Plays for Young People. "With Songs and Cho
ruses, suitable for Private Theatricals. By J. Barmby, B. D., late fellow 
of Magdalen College, Oxford. The music adapted, arranged and partly-
composed by T. Rogers, M. A., of New College, Oxford. This is a capital 
collection of original Musical Plays, or Operettas, mainly in burlesque 
style and entirely in rhyme; irresistibly comical in expression, elegant 
in construction, and perfectly free from even an approach to anything 
objectionable, or calculated to offend the most fastidious. It includes 
the vocal score and piano accompaniment to all the songs, duets and 
choruses introduced, making it complete in itself, both in text and 
music. 201 pages, illuminated paper cover 30 cts 
Board cover.... 50 cts 

Burton's Amateur Actor. Acomplete guide to Private Theat
ricals ; giving plain directions for arranging, decorating and lighting the 
Stage; with rules and suggestions for mounting, rehearsing and per
forming all kinds of Plays. Parlor Pantomimes and Shadow Pantomimes. 
Illustrated with numerous engravings, and including a selection of 
original Plays, with Prologues, Epilogues, etc. 16mo, illuminated paper 
cover 30 cts 
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts 



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed. 

READINGS AND RECITATIONS. 
Kavanaugh's Juvenile Speaker. For very Little Boys 

and Girls. Containing short and easily-learned Speeches and Dialogues, 
expressly adapted for School Celebrations, May-Day Festivals and other 
Children's Entertainments. Embracing one hundred and twenty-three effec
tive pieces. By Mrs. Russell Kavanaugh. Illuminated paper cover. .30 cts 
Bound in boards, cloth back. . . . 50 cts 

Dick's Series of Recitations and Readings, Nos. 1 to 10.Com-
prising a carefully compiled selection of Humorous, Pathetic, Eloquent, 
Patriotic and Sentimental Pieces in Poetry and Prose, exclusively designed 
for Recitation Reading. Edited by Win. B. Dick. Each number of the 
Series contains abou 180 pages, Illuminated paper cover, each 30 cts. 
Bound in full cloth 50 cts. 

Beecher's Lecitations and Readings. Humorous, Serious, 
Dramatic, including Prose and Poetical Selections in Dutch, Yankee, Irish, 
Negro and other Dialects. 180 pages, paper covers 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts. 

Howard's Recitations. Comic, Serious and Pathetic. Being 
a collection of fresh Recitations in Prose and Poetry, suitable for Exhibi. 
tions and Evening Parties. 180 pages, paper covers 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts. 

Spencer's Book of Comic Speeches and Humorous Recita
tions. A collection of Comic Speeches, Humorous Prose and Poetical 
Recitations, Laughable Dramatic Scenes and Eccentric Dialect Stories. 
19:2 pages, paper covers 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts. 

Wilson's Book of Recitations and Dialogues. Containing a 
choice selection of Poetical and Prose Recitations. Designed as an Assist
ant to Teachers and Students in preparing Exhibitions. 
188 pages, paper covers 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts. 

Barton's Comic Recitations and Humorous Dialogues. A 
variety of Comic Recitations in Prose and Poetry, Eccentric Orations 
and Laughable Interludes. 180 pages, paper covers 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts. 

Brudder Bones' Book of Stump Speeches and Burlesque 
Orations. Also containing Humorous Lectures, Ethiopian Dialogues, Plan, 
tation Scenes, Negro Farces and Burlesques, Laughable Interludes and 
Comic Recitations. 188 pages, paper covers 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, illuminated 00 cts. 

Martine's Droll Dialogues and Laughable Recitations. A 
collection of Humorous Dialogues, Comic Recitations, Brilliant Burlesques 

•and Spirited Stump Speeches. 188 pages, paper covers 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts. 

WE WILL SEND A CATALOGUE containing a complete list 
of all the pieces in each of the above boohs, to any person who 
will send us their address. Send for one. 

DICK & F I T Z G E R A L D , Publishers, 



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed. 

DIALOGUE BOOKS. 
Graham's School Dialogues for Young People. Being a 

new and original collection of Dialogues intended for Anniversaries and 
Exhibitions, carefully prepared and well calculated to develop dramatic 
talent. 176 pages, illuminated paper cover 30 cts 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts 

McBride's Temperance Dialogues. Designed for the use of 
Schools, Temperance Societies, Bands of Hope, Divisions, Lodges and 
Literary Circles. Introducing Yankee, Dutch, Irish, Negro and other 
dialect characters. By H. Elliott McBride. 183pages, paper cover. .30 cts 
Bound in board3, cloth back 50 cts 

McBride's Humorous Dialogues. A collection of New Dia
logues, full of humor and witty repartee; some of them introducing 
Irish, Dutch, Yankee and other dialect characters. 192 pages, paper 
cover 30 cts 
Bound in boards, cloth back * 50 cts 

McBride's Comic Dialogues. A collection of twenty-three 
Original Humorous Dialogues, especially designed for the display of 
Amateur dramatic talent, and introducing a variety of sentimental, 
Bprightly, comic and genuine Yankee characters, and other ingeniously 
developed eccentricities. By H. Elliott McBride. 180 pages, illuminated 
paper covers 30 cts 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts 

McBride's All Kinds of Dialogues. A collection of twenty-
five Original, Humorous and Domestic Dialogues, introducing Yankee, 
Irish, Dutch and other characters. Excellently adapted for Amateur 
Performances. 180 pages, illuminated paper covers. ,f. 30 cts 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts 

Holmes' Very Little Dialogues for Very Little Folks. Con
taining forty-seven New and Original Dialogues, with short and easy 
parts, almost entirely in words of one syllable, suited to the capacity and 
comprehension of very young children. Paper covers , , 3 0 cts 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts 

Frost's Dialogues for Young; Folks. A collection of thirty-
six Original, Moral and Humorous Dialogues. Adapted for boys and girls 
between the ages of ten and fourteen year3. Paper covers .30 cts 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts 

Frost's New Book of Dialogues. Containing twenty-nine en-
tirely New and Original Humorous Dialogues for boys and girls between 
the ages of twelve and fifteen years. 180 pages, paper covers 30 cts 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts 

Frost's Humorous and Exhibition Dialogues. This is a col
lection of twenty-five Sprightly Original Dialogues, in Prose and Verse, in
tended to be spoken at School Exhibitions. 178 pages, paper covers.30 cts 
Bound in boards 50 cts 

WE WILL SEND A CATALOGUE free to any address, containing a list of all 
the Dialogues in each of ike above books, together with the number of boys and 
girls required to perform them. 

DICK & FITZGERALD, Publishers, 
Box 2 9 7 5 , NEW YORK. 



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed. 

AMATEUR THEATRICALS. 
All the plays in the following excellent books are especially designed 

for Amateur performance. The majority of them are in one act 
and one scene, and may be represented in any moderate-sized par
lor, without much preparation of costume or scenery. 

Cavanagh's Humorous Dramas for School Exhibitions and 
Private Theatricals. This collection of Dramas are all original, and 
were written expressly for School and Parlor performance. Paper 
covers 30 cts 
Bound in boards 50 cts 

Barmby's Musical Plays for Young People. Suitable for 
Private Theatricals. These Plays are in Burlesque style and entirely in 
Rhyme ; they are irresistably Comical in expression, and elegant in con
struction. Each Play includes the Vocal Score and Piano Accompaniment 
to all Songs, Duets and Choruses introduced, making it complete in it-
self, both in text and music. 201 pages, paper covers .30 cts 
Bound in boards 50 cts 

Parlor Theatricals; or, Winter Evenings' Entertainment. 
Containing Acting Proverbs, Dramatic Charades, Drawing-Room Panto
mimes, a Musical Burlesque and an amusing Farce, with instructions for 
Amateurs. Illustrated with engravings. Paper covers 30 cts 
Bound in boards, with cloth, back 50 cts 

Howard's Book of Drawing-Room Theatricals. A collec
tion of twelve short and amusing plays. Some of the plays are adapted 
for performers of one sex only. 186 pages, paper covers 30 cts 
Bound in boards, with cloth back ...50 cts 

Hudson's Private Theatricals. A collection of fourteen hu
morous plays. Four of these plays are adapted for performance by males 
only, and three are for females. 180 pages, paper covers 30 cts 
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts 

Nugent's Burlesque and Musical Acting Charades. Con
taining ten Charades, all in different styles, two of which are easy and 
effective Comic Parlor Operas, with Music and Piano-forte Accompani
ments. 176 Pages, paper covers 30 cts 
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts 

Frost's Dramatic Proverbs and Charades. Containing eleven 
Proverbs and fifteen Charades, some of which are for Dramatic Per
formance, and others arranged for Tableaux Vivants. 176 pages, paper 
covers 30 cts 
Bound in boards, with cloth backs 50 cts 

Frost's Parlor Acting Charades. These twelve excellent and 
original Charades are arranged as short parlor Comedies and Farces, full of 
brilliant repartee and amusing situations. 182 pages, paper covers..30 cts 

Illuminated boards 50 cts 

Frost's Book of Tableaux and Shadow Pantomimes. A col
lection of Tableaux Vivants and Shadow Pantomimes, with stage instruc
tions for Costuming, Grouping, etc. 180 pages, paper covers 30 cts 
Bound in boards, with cloth back .50 cts 

Frost's Amateur Theatricals. A collection of right original 
plays; all short, amusing and new. 180 pages, paper covers 30 cts 
Bound in boards, with cloth back.... .. ........50 cts 



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed. 

Dick's Original Album Verses and Acrostics. 
Containing Original Verses 

For Autograph Albums; 
To Accompany Bouquets; 
For Birthday Anniversaries; 
For Wooden, Tin, Crystal, Silver i 

Golden Weddings; 

For Album Dedications; 
To Accompany Philopena Forfeits; 
For Congratulation; 
For Valentines in General, and all 

Trades and Professions. 

It contains also Two Hundred and Eighteen Original Acrostic Verses, the 
initial letters of each verse forming a different Lady's Christian name, 
the meaning and derivation of the name being appended to each. The 
primary object of this book is to furnish entirely fresh and unhackneyed 
matter for all who may be called upon to fill and adorn a page in a Lady's 
Album; but it contains also new and appropriate verses to suit Birthday, 
Wedding, and all other Anniversaries and Occasions to which verses of Com
pliment or Congratulation are applicable. Paper covers. Price. .50 cts. 
Bound in full cloth . . 7 5 cts. 

The Debater, Chairman's Assistant, and 
Rules of Order. A manual for Instruction and Reference in 
all matters pertaining to the Management of Public Meetings 
according to Parliamentary usages. It comprises: 

How to Form and Conduct all kinds of 
Associations and Clubs; 

How to Organize and Arrange Public 
Meetings, Celebrations, Dinners, Pic
nics and Conventions; 

Forms for Constitutions of Lyceums or 
Institutes, Literary and other Societies; 

The Powers and Duties of Officers, with 
Forms for Treasurers', Secretaries', 
and other Official Reports; 

The Formation and Duties of Commit
tees; 

Rules of Order, and Order of Business, 
with Mode of Procedure in all Cases. 

How to draft Resolutions and other 
Written Business; 

A Model Debate, introducing the greatest 
possible variety of points of order, with 
correct Decisions by the Chairman; 

The Rules of Order, in Tabular Form, 
for instant reference in all Cases of 
Doubt that may arise, enabling a Chair-
man to decide on all points at a 
glance. 

The Work is divided into different Sections, for the purpose of Consecutive 
Instruction as well as Beady Reference, and includes all Decisions and 
Rulings up to the present day. Paper covers 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts. 

Dick's Ethiopian Scenes, Variety Sketches 
and Stump Speeches. Containing End-Men's Jokes, 

Negro Interludes and Farces; Dialect Sketches and Eccentricities; 
Fresh Dialogues for Interlocutor and Dialogues and Repartee for Interlocutor 

Banjo; and Bones; 
New Stump Speeches; Quaint Burlesque Sermons; 
Humorous Lectures; Jokes, Quips and Gags. 

It includes a number of Amusing Scenes and Negro Acts, and is 
full of the side-splitting vagaries of the best Minstrel Troupes 
in existence, besides a number of Original Recitations and 
Sketches in the Negro Dialect. 178 pages, paper covers.. 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, cloth back . . . . . . . . . 50 cts 



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed. 

Dick's Dutch, French and Yankee Dialect 
Recitations. An unsurpassed Collection of Droll Dutch 
Blunders, Frenchmen's Funny Mistakes, and Ludicrous and 
Extravagant Yankee Tarns, each Recitation being in its own 
peculiar dialect. To those who make Dialect Recitations a 
speciality, this Collection will bo of particular service, as it con
tains all the best pieces that are incidentally scattered through 
a largo number of volumes of " Recitations and Readings," be-
sides several new and excellent sketches never before published.. 
170 pages, paper cover . . . . 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts. 

Dick's Irish Dialect Recitations. A carefully 
compiled Collection of Rare Irish Stories, Comic, Poetical and 
Prose Recitations, Humorous Letters and Funny Recitals, all 
told with the irresistible Humor of the Irish Dialect. This Collec-
tion contains, in addition to new and original pieces, all the very 
best Recitations in the Irish Dialect that can be gathered from 
a whole library of " Recitation" books. It is full of the sparkling 
witticisms and queer conceits of the wittiest nation on earth; 
and, apart from its special object, it furnishes a fund of the 
most entertaining matter for perusal in leisure moments. 
170 pages, paper cover 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts, 

Worcester's Letter-Writer and Book of Busi
ness Forms for Ladies and Gentlemen. Containing Accu
rate Directions for Conducting Epistolary Correspondence, with 
270 Specimen Letters, adapted to every Age and Situation in 
Life, and to Business Pursuits in General; with an Appendix 
comprising Forms for Wills, Petitions, Bills, Receipts, Drafts, 
Bills of Exchange, Promissory Notes, Executors' and Adminis
trators' Accounts, etc., etc. This work is divided into two 
parts, the portion applicable to Ladies being kept distinct from 
the rest of the book, in order to provide better facilities for 
ready reference. The Orthography of the entire work is based 
on Worcester's method, which is coming moro and more into 
general use, from the fact that it presents less ambiguity in 
spelling. 216 pages. Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts. 



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed. 

Dr. Valentine's Comic Lectures; or, Morsels of Mirth for 
THE Melancholy. A certain cure for the "blues" and all other serious 
complaints. Containing Comic Lectures on Heads, Faces, Noses and 
Mouths ; Comic Lectures on Animal Magnetism ; Humorous Specimens 
of Stump Eloquence; Burlesque Specimens of Eloquence ; Transactions 
of Learned Societies; Comical Delineation of Eccentric Characters; 
Amusing Colloquies and Monologues; Laughable Duologues and Charac
teristic Drolleries. Illustrated with twelve portraits of Dr. Valentine in 
his most celebrated characters. 192 pages. Paper cover. Price.. 30 cts. 

Mrs. Partington's Carpet-Bag of Fun. Containing the Queer 
Sayings of Mrs. Partington, and the Funny Doings of her remarkable Son 
Isaac. Also the most amusing collection extant of Playful Puns, Phunny 
Poems, Pleasing Prose, Popular Parodies, and Political Pasquinades; 
Rhymes Without Reason and Reason Without Rhymes, Anecdotes, Conun
drums, Anagrams, and, in fact, all other kinds of Grams. Illustrated 
with 100 most amusing engravings, prepared expressly for this work from 
designs by the most eminent Comic Artists. Ornamented paper 
cover 30 cts. 

The Comical Doings of a Funny Man. Being the Scrapes 
and Adventures of a Practical Joker, Illustrated with Laughable Engra
vings. Octavo. Price 10 cts. 

Chips from Uncle Sam's Jack-Knife. Illustrated with over 
100 Comical Engravings, and comprising a collection OF over 500 Laugha
ble Stories, Funny Adventures, Comic Poetry, Queer Conundrums, Ter
rific Puns and Sentimental Sentences. Large octavo 25 cts. 

Fox's Ethiopian Comicalities. Containing Strange Sayings, 
Eccentric Doings, Burlesque Speeches, Laughable Drolleries and Funny 
Stories, as recited by the celebrated Ethiopian Comedian 10 cts. 

Ned Turner's Circus Joke Book. A collection of the best Jokes, 
Bon Mots, Repartees, Gems of Wit and Funny Sayings and Doings of the 
celebrated Equestrian Clown and Ethiopian Comedian, Ned Turner.10 cts. 

Ned Turner's Black Jokes. A collection of Funny Stories, 
Jokes and Conundrums, interspersed with Witty Sayings and Humorous 
Dialogues, as given by Ned Turner, the celebrated Ethiopian Delin
eator .10 cts. 

Ned Turner's Clown Joke Book. Containing the best Jokes 
and Gems of Wit, composed and delivered by the favorite Equestrian 
Clown, Ned Turner. Selected and arranged by G. E. G 10 cts 

Charley White's Joke Book. Containing a full expose of all 
the most Laughable Jokes, Witticisms, etc., as told by the celebrated 
Ethiopian Comedian, Charles White 10 cts. 

Black Wit and Darky Conversations. By Charles White. 
Containing a large collection of laughable Anecdotes, Jokes, Stories, Wit
ticisms and Darky Conversations 10 cts. 

Yale College Scrapes; or, How the Boys Go it at New 
Haven, This is a book of 114 pages, containing accounts of all the fa
mous " Scrapes " and " Sprees " of which Students of Old Tale have been 
guilty for the last smarter of a century 25 cts. 



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed. 

How to Conduct a Debate. A Series of Complete Debates, 
Outlines of Debates and Questions for Discussion. In the complete de
bates, the questions for discussion are defined, the debate formally opened, 
an array of brilliant arguments adduced on either side, and the debate 
closed according to parliamentary usages. The second part consists of 
questions for debate, with heads of arguments, for and against, given in 
a condensed form, for the speakers to enlarge upon to suit their own 
fancy. In addition to these are a large collection of debatable questions. 
The authorities to be referred to for information being given at the close 
of every debate throughout the work. By F. Rowton. 232 pages. 
Paper covers 50 cts 
Bound in boards, cloth back . 7 5 cts 

The Amateur Trapper and Trap-Maker's Guide. A com-
plete and carefully prepared treatise on the art of Trapping, Snaring and 
Netting. This comprehensive work is embellished with fifty engraved il
lustrations ; and these, together with the clear explanations which accom
pany them, will enable anybody of moderate comprehension to make and 
set any of the traps described. It also gives the baits usually employed 
by the most successful Hunters and Trappers, and exposes their secret 
methods of attracting and catching animals, birds, etc., with scarcely a 
possibility of failure. Large 16mo, paper covers 50 cts 
Bound in boards, cloth back 75 cts 

How to Write a Composition. The use of this excellent hand
book will save the student the many hours of labor too often wasted in 
trying to write a plain composition. It affords a perfect skeleton of one 
hundred and seventeen different subjects, with their headings or divi
sions clearly defined, and each heading filled in with the ideas which the 
subject suggests ; so that all the writer has to do, in order to produce a 
good composition, is to enlarge on them to suit his taste and inclination. 
178 pages, paper covers, 30 cts 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts 

Duncan's Masonic Ritual and Monitor; or, Guide to the 
Three Symbolic Degrees of the Ancient York Rite, Entered Apprentice, Fellow 
Craft and Master Mason. And to the Degrees of Mark Master, Past Master, 
Most Excellent Master, and the Royal Arch. By Malcom C. Duncan. Ex-
plained and Interpreted by copious Notes and numerous Engravings, 

his is a valuable book for the Fraternity, containing, as it does, the 
Modern " Work" of the order. No Mason should be without it. 
Bound in cloth $2 50 
Leather tucks (pocket-book style), with gilt edges 3 00 

Lander's Expose of Odd-Fellowship. Containing all the Lec
tures complete, with regulations for Opening, Conducting and Closing 
a Lodge; together with Forms of Initiation, Charges of the various 
Officers, etc., giving all the work in the following Degrees; 1st, or White 
Degree; 2d, or Covenant Degree; 3d, or Royal Blue Degree; 4th, or Re
membrance Degree; 5th, or Scarlet Degree 25 cts 

The Bartender's Guide; or, How to Mix all Kinds of Fancy 
Drinks. Containing clear and reliable directions for mixing all the 
beverages used in the United States. Embracing Punches, Juleps, Cob
blers, Cocktails, etc., etc., in endless variety. By Jerry Thomas. 
Illuminated paper covers 50 cts 
Bound in full cloth 75 cts 

Spayth's Draughts or Checkers for Beginners. This treat
ise was written by Henry Spayth, the celebrated player, and is by far 
the most complete and instructive elementary -work on Draughts ever pub
lished. Cloth, gilt side 75 cts 



Popular Books sent Free or Postage at the Prices annexed. 

Barber's American Book of Ready-Made Speeches, Con. 
taining 159 original examples of Humorous and Serious Speeches, suitable 
for every possible occasion where a speech, may be called for, together with 
appropriate replies to each. Including: 

Presentation Speeches. 
Convivial Speeches. 
Festival Speeches. 
Addresses of Congratulation. 
Addresses of Welcome. 
Addresses of Compliment. 
Political Speeches. 
Dinner and Supper Speeches for Clubs, 

etc. 
"With this book any person may prepare himself to make a neat little speech, 
or reply to one when called upon to do so. They are all short, appropriate 
and witty, and even ready speakers may profit by them. Paper....50 cts. 
Bound in boards, cloth back 75 cts. 

Day's American Ready-Reckoner. By B. H. Day. This 
Heady-Reckoner is composed of Original Tables, which are positively cor
rect, having been revised in the most careful manner. It is a book of 192 
pages, and embraces more matter than 500 pages of any other Reckoner. It 
contains: Tables for Rapid Calculations of Aggregate Values, Wages, Sal
aries, Board, Interest Money, etc.; Tables of Timber and Plank Measure
ment ; Tables of Board and Log Measurement, and a great variety of Tables 
and useful calculations which it would be impossible to enumerate in an adver
tisement of this limited space. Ah the information in this valuable book is 
given in a simple manner, and is made so plain, that any person can use it 
at once without any previous study or loss of time. 
Bound, in boards, with cloth back 5 0 cts. 
Bound in cloth, gilt back 75 cts. 

The Art and Etiquette of Making Love. A Manual of Love, 
Courtship and Matrimony. It tells 

Off-Hand Speeches on a Variety of 
Subjects, 

Miscellaneous Speeches. 
Toasts and Sentiments for Public and 

Private Entertainments. 
Preambles and Resolutions of Con-

gratulation, Compliment and Con
dolence. 

How to cure bashfulness, 
How to commence a courtship, 
How to please a sweetheart or lover, 
Sow to write a love-letter, 
Sow to " pop the question," 
Sow to act before and after a proposal, 
How to accept or reject a proposal, 

How to break off an engagement, 
How to act after an engagement, 
How to act as bridesmaid or grooms-

man, 
How the etiquette of a wedding and the 

after reception should be observed, 

And, in fact, how to fulfill every duty and meet every contingency con-
nected with courtship and matrimony. 176 pages. Paper covers 3 0 cts. 
Bound in boards, cloth back 5 0 cts. 

Frank Converse's Complete Banjo Instructor Without a 
Master. Containing a choice collection of Banjo Solos and Hornpipes, Walk 
Arounds, Reels and Jigs, Songs and Banjo Stories, progressively arranged 
and plainly explained, enabling the learner to become a proficient banjoist 
without the aid of a teacher. The necessary explanations accompany each 
tune, and are placed under the notes on each page, plainly showing the 
string required, the finger to be used for stopping it, the manner of striking, 
and the number of times it must be sounded. The Instructor is illustrated 
with diagrams and explanatory symbols. 100 pages. Bound in boards, 
cloth back 5 0 cts. 

Hard Words Made Easy. Rules for Pronunciation and Accent ; 
with instructions how to pronounce French, Italian, German, Spanish, and 
other foreign names . 12 cts. 



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed. 

Rarey & Knowlson's Complete Horse Tamer and Farrier. 
A New and Improved Edition, containing: Mr. Rarey's Whole Secret of 
Subduing and Breaking Vicious Horses; His Improved Plan of Managing 
Young Colts, and Breaking them to the Saddle, to Harness and the Sulky. 
Rules for Selecting a Good Horse, and tor Feeding Horses. Also the Com
plete Farrier or Horse Doctor; being the result of fifty years' extensive 
practice of the author, John C. Knowlson, during his life an English Farrier 
of high popularity; containing the latest discoveries in the cure of Spavin. Il-
lustrated with descriptive engravings. Bound in boards, cloth back. 50 cts. 

How to Amuse an Evening Party. A Complete collection of 
Home Recreations. Profusely Illustrated with over Two Hundred fine 
wood-cuts, containing Round Games and Forfeit Games, Parlor Magic and 
Curious Puzzles, Comic Diversions and Parlor Tricks, Scientific Recreations 
and Evening Amusements. A young man with this volume may render him
self the beau ideal of a delightful companion at every party, and win the 
hearts of all the ladies, by his powers of entertainment. Bound in orna
mental paper covers 30 cts 
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts 

Frost's Laws and By-Laws of American Society. A Com-
plete Treatise on Etiquette. Containing plain and Reliable Directions for  
Deportment in every Situation in Life, by S. A. Frost, author of ''Frost's 

Letter-Writer," etc. This is a book of ready reference on the usages of So
ciety at all times and on all occasions, and also a reliable guide in the details 
of deportment and polite behavior. Paper covers 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, with cloth back. 50 cts. 

Frost's Original Letter-Writer. A complete collection of Orig
inal Letters and Notes, upon every imaginable subject of Every-Day Life, 
with plain directions about everything connected with writing a letter. By 
S. A. Frost. To which is added a comprehensive Table of Synonyms, alone 
worth double the price asked for the book. We assure our readers that it is 
the best collection of letters ever published in this country; they are written 
in plain and natural language, and elegant in style without being high-flown. 
Bound in boards, cloth back, with illuminated sides 50 cts. 

North's Book of Love-Letters. With directions how to write 
and when to use them, and 120 Specimen Letters, suitable for Lovers of any 
age and condition, and under all circumstances. Interspersed with the au
thor's comments thereon. The whole forming a convenient Hand-book of 
valuable information and counsel for the use of those who need friendly 
guidance and advice in matters of Love, Courtship and Marriage. By In-
goldsby North. Bound in boards 50 cts. 
Bound in cloth 75 cts. 

How to Shine in Society; or, The Science of Conversation. 
Containing the principles, laws and general usages of polite society, includ
ing easily applied hints and directions for commencing and sustaining an 
agreeable conversation, and for choosing topics appropriate to the time, 
place and company, thus affording immense assistance to the bashful and 
diffident, 16mo. Paper covers 25 cts. 

The Poet's Companion. A Dictionary of all Allowable Rhymes 
in the English Language. This gives the Perfect, the Imperfect and Allow
able Rhymes, and will enable you to ascertain to a certainty whether any 
word can be mated. It is invaluable to any one who desires to court the 
Muses, and is used by some of the best writers in the country 25 cts. 

Mind Your Stops. Punctuation made plain, and Composition 
simplified for Readers, Writers and Talkers 12 cts. 

Five Hundred French Phrases. A book giving all the French 
words and maxims in general use in writing the English language.. 12 cts. 



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed. 

Steele's Exhibition Dialogues. A Collection of Dramatic 
Dialogues and easy Plays, excellently adapted for Amateurs in Parlor 
and Exhibition Performances ; with Hints and instructions relative to 
management, arrangements and other details necessary to render them 
successful. By Silas S. Steele. 

CONTENTS. 
The Stage-Struck Clerk. For 6 Males 

and 3 Females. 
The Tailor of Tipperary. For 7 Males 

and 4 Females. 
Opera Mad. For 7 Males and 1 Fe

male. 
The Painter's Studio. Portrait Sketch. 

For 2 Males. 
The Well of Death. For 2 males. 
Blanche of Devan. For 3 Males and 1 

Female. 
The Youth Who Never Saw a Woman. 

For 3 Males and 1 Female. 
The Masked Ball. For 3 Males and 2 

Females. 

The Hypochondriac. For 4 Males and 1 
Female. 

Two Families in One Boom. For 4 
Males and 2 Females. 

The Country Cousin. For 4 Males and 
2 Females. 

The Carpenter and Ms Apprentice. For 
8 Males. 

The Yankee Tar's Return. For 5 Males 
and 1 Female. 

The Lawyer, Doctor, Soldier and Actor. 
For 3 Males. 

The Children in the Wood. For 6 
Males and 4 Females. 

The Wizard's Warning. For 2 Males. 
Paper covers. Price 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts. 

Kavanaugh's Humorous Dramas for School Exhibitions and 
Private Theatricals. Consisting of short and easy Dramatic Pieces, 
suitable for Amateur Exhibitions. By Mrs. Russell Kavanaugh, author 
of " The Juvenile Speaker." 

CONTENTS. 

Eh! What is it? 
That Awful Girl 
The Lady Killer 
How I Made My Fortune 
A Cure for Obstinancy 
Aunt Jerusha's Mistake 
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3 2 A Fair Fight 4 4 
5 5 Between Two Stools. 2 3 
2 1 The Pet of the School 8 3 
6 Maud May's Lovers 8 2 
3 9 The Heiress' Ruse 4 4 
2 2 The Cardinal's Godson....... 6 1 

The foregoing collection of Dramas are all original, and were written ex
pressly for School and Parlor performance. 

Bound in boards, 50 cts. 
Paper covers 30 cts. 

Dick's One Hundred Amusements for Evening Parties, 
Picnics and Social Gatherings. This book is full of Original Novelties. 
It contains : 

New and Attractive Games, clearly il
lustrated by means of Witty Ex
amples, showing how each may be 
most successfully played. 

Surpassing Tricks, easy of performance. 
Musical and other innocent sells. 

A variety of new and ingenious puzzles. 
Comical illusions, fully described. 

These surprising and grotesque illu
sions are very startling in their 
effects, and present little or no diffi
culty in their preparation. 

ALSO AN ENTIRELY NEW VERSION OF THE CELEBRATED MRS. JARLEY'S WAX 
WORKS." 

The whole being illustrated by sixty fine wood engravings. 
Illuminated paper covers 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts. 



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed. 

Madame Le Normand's Fortune Teller. An entertaining 
book, said to hare been written by Madame Le Normand, the celebrated 
French Fortune Teller, who was frequently consulted by the Emperor 
Napoleon. A party of ladies and gentlemen may amuse themselves for 
hours with this curious book. It tells fortunes by " The Chart of Fate " (a 
large lithographic chart), and gives 624 answers to questions on every imag
inable subject that may happen in the future. It explains a variety of ways 
for telling fortunes by Cards and Dice; gives a list of 79 curious old su-
perstitions and omens, and 187 weather omens, and winds up with the cele
brated Oraculum of Napoleon. We will not endorse this book as infallible; 
but we assure our readers that it is the source of much mirth whenever in-
traduced at a gathering of ladies and gentlemen. Bound in boards. 40 cts. 

The Fireside Magician; or, The Art of Natural Magic 
Made Easy. Being a scientific explanation of Legerdemain, Physical 

Amusement, Recreative Chemistry, Diversion with Cards, and of all the 
mysteries of Mechanical Magic, with feats as performed by Herr Alexander, 
Robert Heller, Robert Houdin, " The Wizard of the North," and distin
guished conjurors — comprising two hundred and fifty interesting mental and 
physical recreations, with explanatory engravings. 132 pages, paper 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts. 

Howard's Book of Conundrums and Riddles. Containing 
over 1,200 of the best Conundrums, Riddles, Enigmas, Ingenious Catches 
and Amusing Sells ever invented. This splendid collection of curious para-
doxes will afford the material for a never-ending feast of fun and amusement. 
Any person, with the assistance of this book, may take the lead in enter-
taining a company, and keep them in roars of laughter for hours together. 
Paper covers 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts. 

The Parlor Magician; or, One Hundred Tricks for the 
Drawing-Room. Containing an extensive and miscellaneous collection of 
Conjuring and Legerdemain, embracing: Tricks with Dice; Dominoes and 
Cards; Tricks with Ribbons, Rings and Fruit; Tricks with Coin, Hand-
kerchiefs and Balls, etc. The whole illustrated and clearly explained with 
121 engravings. Paper covers 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, with cloth back . . . . 50 cts. 

Book of Biddies and 500 Home Amusements. Containing 
a curious collection of Riddles, Charades and Enigmas; Rebuses, Anagrams 
and Transpositions; Conundrums and Amusing Puzzles; Recreations in 
Arithmetic, and Queer Sleights, and numerous other Entertaining Amuse
ments. Illustrated with 60 engravings. Paper covers 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts. 

The Book of Fireside Games. Containing an explanation of a 
variety of Witty, Rollicking, Entertaining and Innocent Games and Amus
ing Forfeits, suited to the Family Circle as a Recreation. This book is just 
the thing for social gatherings, parties and pic-nics. Paper covers..30 Ct3. 
Bound in boards, cloth back , 50 cts. 

The Book of 500 Curious Puzzles. Containing a large collec
tion of Curious Puzzles, Entertaining Paradoxes, Perplexing Deceptions in 
Numbers, Amusing Tricks in Geometry; illustrated with a great variety of 
Engravings. Paper covers 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts. 

Parlor Tricks with Cards. Containing explanations of all the 
Tricks and Deceptions with Playing Cards ever invented. The whole illus
trated and made plain and easy with 70 engravings. Paper covers..30 cts. 
Bound in boards, with cloth back. 50 cts. 



Popular Books seat Free of Postage at the Prices annexed. 

Day's Book-Keeping Without a Master, Containing the Ru
diments of Book-keeping in Single and Double Entry, together with the 
proper Forms and Rules for opening and keeping condensed and general Book 
Accounts. This work is printed in a beautiful script type, and hence com-
bines the advantages of a handsome style of writing with its very simple аnd 
easily understood lessons in Book-keeping. The several pages have ex. 
planations at the bottom to assist the learner, in small type. As a pattern 
for opening book accounts it is especially valuable — particularly for those who 
are not well posted in the art. DAY'S BOOK-KEEPING is the size of a regular 
quarto Account Book, and is made to he hat open for convenience in 
ase * 50 cts 

The Young Reporter; or, how to Write Shorthand. A 
Complete Phonographic Teacher, intended as a School-book, to afford; 
thorough instructions to those who have not the assistance of an Oral 
Teacher. By the aid of this work, and the explanatory examples which; 
are given as practical exercises, any person of the most ordinary in
telligence may learn to write Shorthand, and report Speeches and Sermons 
in a short time. Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts; 

How to Learn the Sense of 3,000 French Words in one 
Hour. This ingenious little book actually accomplishes all that its title 
claims. It is a fact that there are at least three thousand words in the 
French language, forming a large proportion of those used in ordinary con
versation, which are spelled exactly the same as in English, or become the 
same by very slight and easily understood changes in their termination. 16-
mo, illuminated paper covers 25 cts. 

How to Speak in Public; or, The Art of Extempore Oratory. 
A valuable manual for those who desire to become ready off-hand speakers; 
containing clear directions how to arrange ideas logically and quickly, in
cluding illustrations, by the analysis of speeches delivered by some of the 
greatest orators, exemplifying the importance of correct emphasis, clearness 
of articulation, and appropriate gesture. Paper covers 25 cts. 

Live and Learn, A guide for all those who wish to speak and 
write correctly; particularly intended as a Book of Reference for the solu
tion of difficulties connected with Grammar, Composition, Punctuation, &c, 
&c., containing examples of 1,000 mistakes of daily occurrence in speaking, 
writing and pronunciation. Cloth, 16mo, 216 pages 30 cts. 

The Art of Dressing Well. By Miss S. A. Frost. This book is 
designed for ladies and gentlemen who desire to mate a favorable impres
sion upon society. Paper covers 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts. 

Thimm's French Self-Taught. A new system, on the most 
simple principles, for Universal Self-Tuition, with English pronunciation of 
every word. By this system the acquirement of the French Language is 
rendered less laborious and more thorough than by any of the old methods. 
By Franz Thimm 25 cts, 

Thimm's German Self-Taught. Uniform with " French Self-
Taught," and arranged in accordance with the same principles of thorough-
ness and simplicity. By Franz Thimm 25 cts. 

Thimm's Spanish Self-Taught. A book of self-instruction in 
the Spanish Language, arranged according to the same method as the 
" French " and German," by the same author, and uniform with them in 
size. By Franz Thimm 25 cts, 

Thimm's Italian Self-Taught. Uniform in style and size with 
the three foregoing books. By Franz Thimm 25 cts 



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed. 

Martine's Sensible Letter-Writer. Being a comprehensive 
and complete Guide and Assistant for those who desire to carry on Episto-
lary Correspondence; containing a large collection of model letters on the 
simplest matters of life, adapted to all ages and conditions— 

EMBRACING, 
Business Letters ; 
Applications for Employment, with 

Letters of Recommendation and 
Answers to Advertisements ; 

Letters between Parents and Children, 
Letters of Friendly Counsel and Re-

monstrance ; 
Letters soliciting Advice, Assistance 

and Friendly Favors; 

Letters of Courtesy, Friendship and 
Affection ; 

Letters of Condolence and Sympathy; 
A Choice Collection of Love-Letters, 

for Every Situation in a Courtship ; 
Notes of Ceremony, Familiar Invita

tions, etc., together with Notes of 
Acceptance and Regret. 

The whole containing 309 Sensible Letters and Notes. This is an invalua-
ble book for those persons who have not had sufficient practice to enable 
them to write letters without great effort. It contains such a variety of 
letters, that models may be found to suit every subject. 
207 pages, bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts. 
Bound in cloth 75 cts. 

Martine's Hand-Book of Etiquette and Guide to True 
Politeness. A complete Manual for all those who desire to understand 
good breeding, the customs of good society, and to avoid incorrect and 
vulgar habits. Containing clear and comprehensive directions for correct 
manners, conversation, dress, introductions, rules for good behavior at 
Dinner Parties and the Table, with hints on carving and wine at table; 
together with the Etiquette of the Ball and Assembly Room, Evening 
Parties, and the usages to be observed when visiting or receiving calls; 
Deportment in the street and when traveling. To which is added the Eti
quette of Courtship, Marriage, Domestic Duties and fifty-six rules to be ob
served in general society. By Arthur Martine. Bound in boards ..50 cts. 
Bound in cloth, gilt sides 75 cts. 

Dick's Quadrille Call-Book and Ball-Room Prompter. Con
taining clear directions how to call out the figures of every dance, with the 
quantity of music necessary for each figure, and simple explanations of all 
the figures which occur in Plain and Fancy Quadrilles. This book gives 
plain and comprehensive instructions how to dance all the new and popular 
dances, fully describing 

The Opening March or Polonaise, 
Various Plain and Fancy Quadrilles, 
Waltz and Glide Quadrilles, 
Plain Lancers and Caledonians, 
Glide Lancers and Caledonians, 
Saratoga Lancers, 
The Parisian Varieties, 
The Prince Imperial Set, 
Social and Basket Quadrilles, 
Nine-Pin and Star Quadrilles, 
Gavotte and Minuet Quadrilles, 

March and Cheat Quadrilles, 
Favorite Jigs and Contra-Lances, 
Polka and Polka Redowa, 
Redowa and Redowa Waltz, 
Polka Mazourka and Old Style Waltz 
Modern Plain Waltz and Glide, 
Boston Dip and Hop Waltz, 
Five-Step Waltz and Schottische, 
Varsovienne and Zulma L'Oriéntala, 
Galop and Deux Temps, 
Esmeralda, Sicilienne, Danish Dance, 

AND OVER ONE HUNDRED FIGURES FOR THE GERMAN; 

To which is added a Sensible Guide to Etiquette and Proper Deportment in 
the Ball and Assembly Room, besides seventy pages of dance music for the 
piano. 

Paper covers 50 cts. 
Bound in boards 75 cts. 



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed. 

Odell's System Of Short-Hand. (Taylor Improved.) By 
which the method of taking down sermons, lectures, trials, speeches, etc., 
may be easily acquired, without the aid of a master. "With a supplement 
containing exercises and other useful information for the use of those 
who wish to perfect themselves in the art of stenography. The instruc-
tions given in this book are on the inductive principle: first showing the 
learner how to get accustomed to the contracted form of spelling words, 
and then substituting the stenographic characters for the contractions. 
By this plan the difficulties of mastering this useful art are very much 
lessened, and the time required to attain proficiency reduced to the least 
possible limits. Small quarto, paper cover 25 cts. 

Alice in Wonderland, and other Fairy Plays for Children. 
Consisting of Four Juvenile Dramas, the first of which is a faithful Dra
matic Version of Mr. Lewis Carroll's well-known "Alice in Wonderland;" 
and all combining, in the happiest manner, light comedy., burlesque, 
and extravaganza. By Kate Freiligrath-Kroeker. These plays are writ
ten in a style of quaint, childish simplicity, but embody a brilliant vein 
of wit and humor. The music of all the songs introduced is given, thus 
rendering each drama complete in all respects. 143 pages, illuminated 
paper cover 30 cts. 
Bound in boards , 50 Cts. 

The American Housewife and Kitchen Directory. This val
uable book embraces three hundred and seventy-eight recipes for cooking 
all sorts of American dishes in the most economical manner; it also con
tains a variety of important secrets for washing, cleaning, scouring and 
extracting grease, paint, stains and iron-mould from cloth, muslin and 
linen. Bound in ornamental paper covers 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts. 

The American Card Player. An entirely new edition, con
taining all the improvements, latest decisions, and modern methods of 
playing the games of Whist, Euchre, Cribbage, Bézique, Sixty-six, Pe-
nuchle, Cassino, Draw Poker, and All Fours, in exact accordance with the 
best authorities, with all the accepted varieties of these popular games. 
150 pages, bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts. 

Draiper's Six Hundred Ways to Make Money. A reliable 
Compendium of valuable Receipts for making articles in constant de
mand and of ready sale, carefully selected from private sources and the 
best established authorities. By Edmund S. Draiper, Professor of Ana
lytical Chemistry, etc. This Collection of Receipts is undoubtedly the 
most valuable and comprehensive that has ever been offered to the pub. 
lie in so cheap a form. 144 pages, paper cover 30 cts. 

The Language of .Flowers. A complete dictionary of the 
Language of Flowers, and the sentiments which they express. Well ar
ranged and comprehensive in every detail. All unnecessary matter has 
been omitted. This little volume is destined to fill a want long felt for a 
reliable book at a price within the reach of all. Paper 15 ets. 

Chilton's One Thousand Secrets and Wrinkles. A book of 
hints and helps for every-day emergencies. Containing 1,000 usefulhints 
and receipts. No family should be without this little storehouse of 
valuable information. Paper covers 30 cts. 

The Ladies' Love Oracle. A Complete Fortune Teller of 
all questions upon Love. Courtship and Matrimony 30 cts. 



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed. 

Trumps' American Hoyle; or, Gentleman's Handbook of 
Games. Containing all the games played in the United States, with rules, 
descriptions and technicalities, adapted to the American method of play
ing. By TRUMPS. Thirteenth edition ; illustrated with numerous dia
grams. This work is designed and acknowledged as an authority on all 
games as played in America, being a guide to the correct methods of play
ing and an arbiter on all disputed points. In each of the previous editions 
the work was subjected to careful revision and correction; but this, the 
THIRTEENTH EDITION, IS ENTIRELY NEW, and re-written from the latest 
reliable sources. It includes an exhaustive treatise on Whist, with all the 
latest essays on the modern game, by Clay, Pole, Drayson, &c, &c. Also, 
a lucid description of all the games now in vogue in America, with the 
laws that govern them, revised and corrected to conform to present 
usages, and embraces an elaborate and practical analysis of the Doctrine 
of Chances. 12mo., cloth, 536 pages. Price $2.00 

Dick's Games of Patience; or, Solitaire with Cards. Contain
ing Forty-three Games. Illustrated with Thirty-three explanatory full-
page Tableaux. This treatise on Solitaire, a pastime which is steadily 
gaining in popularity, embraces a number of new and original Games, and 
all the Games of Patience at present in favor with the most experienced 
players. Each game is carefully and lucidly described, with the distinctive 
rules to be observed and hints as to the best means of success in play. 
The Tableaux furnish efficient aid in rendering the disposition of the 
cards necessary to each game plain and easily comprehensible. The diffi
culty usually attending descriptions of intricate games is reduced, as far 
as possible, by precision in method and terseness of expression in the text, 
and the illustrations serve to dispel any possible ambiguity that might 
be unavoidable without their aid. The work is attractive in style and will 
prove an interesting companion for many a solitary hour. Quarto. Illus-
trated. Paper cover 75 cts. 
Cloth $1.00 

Blackbridge's Complete Poker Player. A Practical Guide
book to the American National Game ; containing mathematical and ex
perimental analyses of the probabilities of Draw Poker. By JOHN BLACK-
BRIDGE, Actuary. This, as its title implies, is an exhaustive treatise on 
Draw Poker, giving minute and detailed information on the various 
chances, expectations, possibilities and probabilities that can occur in all 
stages of the game, with directions and advice for successful play, deduced 
from actual practice and experience, and founded on precise mathematical 
data. Small quarto, 142 pages, paper 50 cts. 
Bound in full cloth $1.00 

The Modern Pocket Hoyle. By "Trumps." Containing all 
the games of skill and chance, as played in this country at the present 
time, being an " authority on all disputed points." This valuable manual 
is all original, or thoroughly revised from the best and latest authorities, 
and includes the laws and complete directions for playing one hundred 
and eleven different games. 388 pages, paper covers 50 cts. 
Bound in boards, with cloth backs 75 cts, 

Hoyle's Games. A complete Manual of the laws that govern all 
games of skill and chance, including Card Games, Chess, Checkers, 
Dominoes, Backgammon. Dice, Billiards, as played in this country at the 
present time, and all Field Games. Entirely original, or thoroughly re
vised from the latest and best American authorities. Paper covers. 50 cts. 
Boards 75 cts. 



Popular Books sent Tree of Postage at the Prices annexed. 

CHECKERS AND CHESS. 
Spayth's American Draught Player; or, The Theory and 

Practice of the Scientific Game of Checkers. Simplified and Illustrated 
with Practical Diagrams Containing upwards of 1,700 Games and Posi
tions. By Henry Spayth. Sixth edition, with over three hundred Correc
tions and Improvements. Containing: The Standard Laws of the Game— 
Pull instructions—Draught Board numbered—Names of the Games, and 
how formed—The "Theory of the Move and its Changes" practically ex
plained and illustrated with Diagrams—Playing Tables for Draught Clubs-
New Systems of numbering the Board—Prefixing signs to the Variations-
List of Draught Treatises and Publications chronologically arranged. 
Bound in cloth, gilt side and back. $3.00 

Spayth's Game of Draughts. By Henry Spayth. This book 
is designed as a supplement to the author's first "work, "The American 
Draught Player"; but it is complete m itself. It contains lucid instructions 
for beginners, laws of the game, diagrams, the score of 364 games, together 
with 34 novel, instructive and ingenious " critical positions. 
Cloth, gilt back and side $1.50 

Spayth's Draughts or Checkers for Beginners. This trea
tise was written by Henry Spayth, the celebrated player, and is by far the 
most complete and instructive elementary work on Draughts ever published. 
It is profusely illustrated with diagrams of ingenious stratagems, curious 
positions and perplexing problems, and contains a great variety of interest
ing and instructive Games, progressively arranged and clearly explained 
with notes, so that the learner may easily comprehend them, with the aid 
of this Manual a beginner may soon become a proficient in the game. 
Cloth, gilt side 75 cts, 

Scattergood's Game of Draughts, or Checkers, Simplified 
and Explained. "With practical Diagrams and Illustrations, together with a 
Checker-Board, numbered and printed in red. Containing the Eighteen 
Standard Games, with over 200 of the best variations, selected from various 
authors, with some never before published. By D. Scattergood. 
Bound in cloth, with flexible covers 50 cts, 

Marache's Manual of Chess. Containing a description of ths 
Board and Pieces, Chess Notation, Technical Terms, with diagrams illus
trating them, Laws of the Game, Relative Value of Pieces. Preliminary 
Games for Beginners, Fifty Openings of Games, giving all the latest dis
coveries of Modern Masters, with the best games and copious notes, Twenty 
Endings of Games, showing easiest ways of effecting Checkmate, Thirty-
six ingenious Diagram Problems, and sixteen curious Chess Stratagems, 
being one of the best Books for Beginners ever published. By N. Marache. 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts. 
Bound in cloth, gilt side 75 cts. 

DICK & FITZGERALD, Publishers, 
Box 2975. NEW YORK. 



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed. 

Lola Montez' Arts of Beauty; or, Secrets of a Lady's 
Toilet. With hints to Gentlemen on the Art of Fascinating. Lola Montea 
here explains all the Arts employed by the celebrated beauties and fashion
able ladies in Paris and other cities of Europe, for the purpose of preserving 
their beauty and improving and developing their charms. The recipes aro 
all clearly given, so that any person can understand them, and the work em
braces the following subjects: 

How to obtain such desirable and in
dispensable attractions as A Hand-
some Form; 

A Bright and Smooth Skin ; 
A Beautiful Complexion; 
Attractive Byes, Mouth and Lips ; 
A Beautiful Rand, Foot and Ankle ; 
A Well-trained Voice; 

A Soft and Abundant Head of Hair; 
Also, How to Remedy Gray Hair; 
And harmless but effectual methods of 

removing Superfluous Hair and 
other blemishes, with interesting in
formation on these and kindred 
matters. 

Illuminated paper cover... 25 cts. 

Hiligrove's Ball-Room Guide and Complete Dancing-
Master. Containing a plain treatise on Etiquette and Deportment at Balls 
and Parties, with valuable hints on Dress and the Toilet, together with 

Full Explanations of the Rudiments, 
Terms, Figures and Steps used in 
Dancing; 

Including Clear and Precise Instruc
tions how to dance all kinds of Quad
rilles, Waltzes, Polkas, Bedowas, 

Meets, Bound, Plain and Fancy 
Lances, so that any person may 
learn them without the aid of a 
Teacher; 

To which is added easy directions how 
to call out the Figures 

of every dance, and the amount of music required for each. Illustrated 
with 176 descriptive engravings. By T. Hillgrove, Professor of Dancing. 
Bound in cloth, with gilt side and back $1.00 
Bound in boards, with cloth back 75 cts. 

The Banjo, and How to Play it. Containing, in addition to 
the elementary studies, a choice collection of Polkas, "Waltzes, Solos, Schot-
tisches, Songs, Hornpipes, Jigs, Seels, etc., with full explanations of both 
the "Banjo' and "Guitar" styles of execution, and designed to impart a 
complete knowledge of the art of playing the Banjo practically, without the 
aid of a teacher. This work is arranged on the progressive system, show
ing the learner how to play the first few notes of a tune, then the 
next notes, and so on, a small portion at a time, until he has mastered the 
entire piece, every detail being as clearly and thoroughly explained as if he 
bad a teacher at his elbow all the time. By Prank B. Converse, author of 
the "Banjo without a Master." 16mo, bound in boards, cloth back.. 50 cts. 

Ned Donnelly's Art of Boxing. A thorough Manual of Spar
ring and Self-Defence, illustrated with Forty Engravings, showing the vari
ous Blows, Stops and Guards; by Ned Donnelly, Professor of Boxing to the 
London Athletic Club, etc., etc. This work explains in detail every move-
ment of attack and defence in the clearest language, and in accordance 
with the most approved and modern methods ; the engravings are very 
distinctly drawn, and show each position and motion as plainly as the 
personal instruction of a professor could convey it. It teaches all the 
feints and dodges practised by experienced boxers, and gives advice to 
those who desire to perfect themselves in the Manly Art, 121 pages.  

25 cts. 

Athletic Sports for Boys. Containing clear and complete in
structions in Gymnastics, and the manly accomplishments of Skating, 
Swimming, Rowing, Sailing, Horsemanship, Biding, Driving, Angling, 
Fencing and Broadsword Illustrated with 194 wood cuts. 
Bound in boards 75 cts. 
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Sut Lovingood. Tarns spun by " A "Nat'ral BornDurn'd Fool." 
Warped and Wove for Public Wear, by George W. Harris. Illustrated 
with eight fine full page engravings, from, designs by Howard. It would be 
difficult, we think, to cram a larger amount of pungent humor into 300 
pages than will be found in this really funny book. The Preface and Ded
ication are models of sly simplicity, and the 24 Sketches which follow are 
among the best specimens of broad burlesque to which the genius of the 
ludicrous, for which the Southwest is so distinguished, has yet given birth. 
12mo, tinted paper, clothe gilt edges $1 .50 

Uncle Josh's Trunkful of Fun. Containing a rich collection of 
Comical Stories, Cruel Sells, 
Side-Splitting Jokes, Humorous Poet

ry, 
Quaint Parodies, Burlesque Ser

mons, 

New Conundrums, Mirth-Provoking 
Speeches, 

Curious Puzzles, Amusing Card 
Tricks, and 

Astonishing Feats of Parlor-Magic. 
This book is illustrated with nearly 200 funny engravings, and contains, in 
64 large octavo double-column pages, at least three times as much reading 
matter and real fun as any other book of the price 15 cts. 

The Strange and Wonderful Adventures of Bachelor 
Butterfly. Showing how his passion for Natural History completely 
eradicated the tender passion implanted in his breast—also detailing his 
Extraordinary Travels, Doth by sea and land—his Hair-breadth Escapes 
from fire and cold—his being come over by a Widow with nine small 
children—his wonderful Adventures with the Doctor and the Fiddler, and 
other Perils of a most extraordinary nature. The whole illustrated by about 
200 engravings 30 cts, 

The Laughable Adventures of Messrs. Brown, Jones and 
Robinson. Showing where they went, mid how they went, what they did, 
and how they did it. Here is a book which will make you split your sides 
laughing. It shows the comical adventures of three jolly young greenhorns, 
who went traveling, and got into all manner of scrapes and funny adven-
tures. Illustrated with nearly 200 thrillingly-comic engravings 30 cts. 

The Mishaps and Adventures of Obadiah Oldbuck. This 
humorous and curious book sets forth, with 188 comic drawings, the mis
fortunes which befell Mr. Oldbuck; and also his five unsuccessful attempts 
to commit suicide—his hair-breadth escapes from fire, water and famine— 
his affection for his poor dog, etc. To look over this book will make you 
laugh, and you can't help it 30 cts. 

Jack Johnson's Jokes for the Jolly. A collection of Funny 
Stories, Droll Incidents, Queer Conceits and Apt Repartees. Illustrating 
the Drolleries of Border Life in the West Yankee Peculiarities, Dutch 
Blunders, French Sarcasms, Irish Wit and Humor, etc., with short Ludic
rous Narratives; making altogether a Medley of Mirthful Morsels for the 
Melancholy that will drive away the blues, and cause the most misanthropic 
mortal to laugh. Illustrated paper covers 2 5 cts. 

Snipsnaps and Snickering of Simon Snodgrass. A collec. 
tion of Droll and Laugh able Stories, illustrative of Irish Drolleries and 
Blarney, Ludicrous Dutch Blunders, Queer Yankee Tricks and Dodges, 
Backwoods Boasting, Humors of Horse trading, Negro Comicalities, Per
ilous Pranks of Fighting Men, Frenchmen's Queer Mistakes, Scotch Shrewd
ness, and other phases of eccentric character, that go to make up a perfect 
and complete Medley of Wit and Humor. It is also full of funny engrav-

ings 25 cts 
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Day's Cards of Courtship. Arranged with such apt conversa
tions, that you will be enabled to ask the momentous question categorically, 
in such a delicate manner that the young lady will not suspect what you 
are at. These cards may be used either by two persons, or they -will make 
lots of fun for an evening party of young people. "When used in a party, the 
question is read aloud by the lady receiving it—she shuffles and hands out 
an answer—and that also must be read aloud by the gentleman receiving it. 
The fun thus caused is intense. Put up in handsome card cases, on which 
are printed directions 30 

Day's Love-Letter Cards; or, Love-Making Made Easy. 
we have just printed a novel Set of Cards which will delight the hearts of 
young people susceptible of the tender passion. Both letters and answers 
are either humorous or humorously sentimental—thus creating lots of fun 
when used at a party of young people—and special pains has been taken 
with them to avoid that silly, sentimental formality so common in printed 
letters of this kind. Put up in handsome cases, on which are printed 
directions 30 cts. 

Day's Conversation Cards. A New and Original Set, com
prising Eighteen Questions and Twenty-four Answers, so arranged that 
the whole of the answers are apt replies to each one of the eighteen ques
tions. The plan of these Cards is very simple, and easily understood. Used 
by a party of young people, they will make a good deal of fun. The set 
comprises forty-two Cards in the aggregate, which are put up in a handsome 
case, with printed directions for use 30 cts. 

Day's Fortune-Telling; Cards. We have just printed an 
original set of Cards for telling fortunes, which are an improvement on any 
hitherto made. They are so arranged that each answer will respond to 
every one of the questions which may be put. These cards will also afford 
a fund of amusement in a party of young people. Each pack is enclosed in 
a card case, on which are printed directions 30 cts. 

Day's Cards for Popping the Question, An Original Game 
for lovers and Sweethearts, or for Merry-Making in a Party of Young 
People. As soon as these cards become known, we feel sure that they will 
have an endless sale. Put up in cases, with directions for playing.. .30 cts. 

Day's Leap-Year Cards. To enable any lady to pop the ques
tion to the chosen one of her heart This set of Cards is intended more to 
make fun among young people than for any practical utility. Put up in 
handsome cases, with printed directions 30 cts. 

Chesterfield's Letter-Writer and Complete Book of Eti
quette, Containing the Art of Letter-Writing simplified, a guide to 
friendly, affectionate, polite and business correspondence, and rules for punc
tuation and spelling, with complete rules of Etiquette and the usages of So
ciety. An excellent hand-book for reference. 16mo, bound in boards.40 cts. 

How to Behave; or, The Spirit of Etiquette. A Guide to Po
lite Society, for Ladies and Gentlemen; containing rules for good behavior 
at the dinner table, in the parlor, and in the street; with important hints 
on introduction, conversation, etc 12 cts. 

How to Win and How to Woo. Containing Rules for the Eti-
quette of Courtship, with directions showing how to win the favor of the 

Ladies, how to begin and end a Courtship, and how Love-Letters should be 
written 15 cts. 
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McBride's New Dialogues. Especially designed for School 
and Literary Amateur Entertainments ; containing entirely New and Origi
nal Dialogues, introducing Irish, Yankee, and other eccentric characters. 
By H . ELLIOTT MCBRIDE. 

CONTENTS. 
A Happy Woman. 
The Somnambulist. 
Those Thompsons. 
Playing School. 
Tom and Sally. 
Assisting Hezekiah. 
A Visit to the Oil Regions. 
Breaking up the Exhibition. 
Turning Around. 
A Little Boy's Debate. 
The Silver Lining. 
Restraining Jotham. 
A Shoemaker's Troubles, 

An Uncomfortable Predicament. 
The Opening Speech. 
The Cucumber Hill Debating Club. 
Married by the New Justice. 
Bread on the Waters. 
An Unsuccessful Advance. 
When Women Have Their Rights. 
Only Another Footprint. 
Rosabella's Lovers. 
A Smart Boy. 
A Heavy Shower. 
Master of the Situation. 

The marked favor with which the four preceding volumes have been re
ceived suggested the necessity for an increased variety of new eccentric 
and characteristic pieces, to form an addition to the repertoire con
tained in " McBride's Comic Dialogues," " McBride's All Kinds of Dia
logues," " McBride's Humorous Dialogues," and " McBride's Temperance 
Dialogues." They are all written with a view to develop dramatic talent, 
and abound in quaint humor, Dialect Drolleries, and telling stage " situa
tions." 16mo, 178 pages, illuminated paper cover 30 cts. 
Bound in boards 5 0 cts. 

Dick's Book of Toasts, Speeches and Responses. Contain
ing Toasts and Sentiments for Public and Social Occasions, and specimen 
Speeches with appropriate replies suitable for the following occasions ; 

Public Dinners, 
Social Dinners, 
Convivial Gatherings, 
Art and Professional Banquets, 
Manufacturers' Meetings, 
Agricultural and Commercial Festivals, 
Special Toasts for Ladies, 
Christmas, Thanksgiving and other Fes

tivals, 

Friendly Meetings, 
Weddings and their Anniversaries, 
Army and Navy Banquets, 
Patriotic and Political Occasions, 
Trades' Unions and Dinners, 
Benedicts' and Bachelors' Banquets 
Masonic Celebrations, 
Sporting Coteries, 
All Kinds of Occasions. 

This work includes an instructive dissertation on the Art of making amusing 
After-dinner Speeches, giving hints and directions by the aid of which 
persons with only ordinary intelligence can make an entertaining and 
telling speech. Also, Correct Rules and Advice for Presiding at Table. 

The use of this work will render a poor and diffident speaker fluent and 
witty—and a good speaker better and wittier, besides affording an im
mense fund of anecdotes, wit and wisdom, and other serviceable matter 
to draw upon at will. Paper covers. Price .30 cts. 

H o w B o g g i n s W a s Cured. An intensely ludicrous sketch, 
pictorially expressed; showing how Mr. Boggins, who had been reduced 
to a despairingly crippled state by rheumatism and a complication of 
other causes, was induced to submit to the wonderful effects of a course of 
dynamo-electro magnetic therapeutics, tracing the magical and potent 
effects of the treatment, and the heroic efforts he made while submitting to 
the doctor's system of pathology ; until, crowned with complete success, 
he is able to throw aside his crutches and is restored to perfect health 
and pristine agility. An entirely new and original series of sketches. 
Funny I is no name for it. Small quarto. Illustrated. 10 cts. 
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The Amateur Printer; or, Type-Setting at Home. A thorough 
and complete instructor for the amateur in all the details of the Printer's 
Art, giving practical information in regard to type, ink, paper and all the 
implements requisite, with illustrated directions for using them in a 
proper manner. It teaches how to set type in the stick, transfer the 
matter to the galley and make it up in forms ; also how. to take proofs 
and correct them, showing all the signs used by practical proof-readers 
in correcting proofs; it illustrates the plan of the type-case, showing the 
relative positions of the compartments allotted to the type of each letter, 
etc., and the correct manner of replacing or distributing type in the case. 
The practical instructions given in this work are complete and so plainly 
described that any amateur can become a good printer by studying and 
applying the information it contains. Paper covers. Price 2 5 cts. 

Talk of Uncle George to his Nephew About Draw Poker. 
Containing valuable suggestions in connection with this Great American 
Game; also instructions and directions to Clubs and Social Card Parties, 
whose members play only for recreation and pastime, with timely warn
ings to young players. Illustrated. In which Uncle George narrates to 
his nephew the experience he has gathered in the course of his travels 
"West and East; showing him, in a chatty and familiar style, the devices, 
tricks, appliances, and advantages by which gentlemanly gamblers fleece 
the unsophisticated and unwary in the popular game of Draw Poker, and 
offering him plain and fatherly advice as to the best means for frustrating 
their efforts and avoiding their traps. Every one who takes a hand at 
" Draw " will be a gainer by perusing what Uncle George says about it, 
and become a wiser as well as a richer man. Quarto. Paper. Price..25 cts. 

Proctor on Draw-Poker. A Critical Dissertation on " Poker 
Principles and Chance Laws." By Prof. RICHARD A. PROCTOR. An in
teresting Treatise on the Laws and Usages which govern the Game of 
Draw-Poker, with Practical Remarks upon the Chances and Probabilities 
of the Game, and a Critical Analysia of the Theories and Statistics ad
vanced by Blackbridge and other wriTers on the subject, and especially in 
regard to their doctrines relating to cumulative recurrences. Small 
quarto 1 5 cts. 

Lander's Revised Work of Odd-Fellowship. Containing all 
the Lectures, complete, with Regulations for Opening, Conducting, and 
Closing a Lodge ; together with Forms of Initiation. Charges of the 
Various Officers, etc., with the Complete work in the following Degrees: 
Initiation ; First, or Pink Degree ; Second, or Royal Blue Degree ; Third, 
or Scarlet Degree. By EDWIN F. LANDER. This hand-book of the Revised 
Work of the Independent Order of Odd-Fellowship has been prepared in 
conformity with the amendments and alterations adopted by the Sover
eign Grand Lodge of Canada in September, 1880. 16mo, paper cover, 2 5 cts. 

The Jolly Joker; or, a Laugh all Round. An immense Col-
lection of the Funniest Jokes, Drollest Anecdotes and most Side-Splitting 
Oddities in existence, profusely illustrated from beginning to end, in the 
most mirth-provoking style. The illustrations alone are sufficient for a 
constant and long-sustained series of good, square laughs for all time. 
12mo, 144 pages, illustrated cover 25 cts. 

Some Comicalities, A Whole Volume of Jolly Jokes, Quaint 
Anecdotes, Funny Stories, Brilliant Witticisms, and Crushing Conun
drums, with as many droll illustrations to the page—and every page at 
that—as can be crowded into it. 144 pages. Illustrated cover...25 cts. 



PAINTING ON CHINA. 
What to Paint and How to Paint It. 

A HAND-BOOK 
OF 

Practical Instruct ion in Overg laze Painting, for the 
Use of A m a t e u r s in the Decoration of Hard 

Porcelain. 
BY J A M E S C. B E A R D . 

T H I S work affords elaborate information on all points necessary 
for success in the art of China Decoration, giving a complete 
list of the colors especially adapted for this purpose, with 

their composition, showing the changes they undergo and the 
effects produced when subjected to the heat required for the "fir
ing" process. It describes all the necessary appliances, and explains 
their uses. It gives thorough instruction in the best methods 
adapted to simple or elaborate styles of decoration, with all the de
tails from the commencement of a design to its final completion, 
with elegant specimen patterns printed in their appropriate colors. 

The thoroughly practical scope of this work will be seen by an 
examination of its contents, each division of the work being com
plete, and written in a plain, familiar style, easy of comprehension 
and guaranteeing success : 
INTRODUCTION. COLORS FOR " G R O U N D S . " 

REQUISITE MATERIALS. DESIGNS FOR BORDERS. 

COMPLETE T A B L E OF COLORS. ETRUSCAN VASES. 

U S E OF MATERIALS. MINERAL DECALCOMANIE. 

MANAGEMENT OF UTENSILS. SPATTER "WORK. 

SELECTION OF CHINA. GILDING. 

PREPARATION FOR W O R K . P L A I N BANDS FOR BORDERS. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR TRACTNG. MONOCHROMES. 

U S E OF COLORS. SILHOUETTES. 

SUBJECTS SUGGESTED. FIRING. 

In connection with "firing," a description is given of the best 
styles of kilns or muffles, with directions for their use and man
agement, by the aid of which the amateur can " fire " his own work 
in any stove or range. 

This work is printed in the best style, on fine paper, with full page 
colored illustrations, and an elegant cover, executed in the most 
artistic manner. 

Small Quarto. Illuminated Flexible Cover. $1,00. 
DICK & FITZGERALD, Publishers, 

P. O. Box 2975. N E W Y O R K . 
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Dick's Gaines of Patience; or, Solitaire with Cards. C o n t a i n 
ing Forty-four Games. Illustrated with Thirty-three explanatory full-
page Tableaux. This treatise on Solitaire, a pastime which is steadily 
gaining in popularity, embraces a number of new and original Games., and 
all the Games of Patience at present in favor with the most experienced 
players. This comprehensive work contains the following Games: 

Auld Lang Syne. 
Tam, O'Shanter. 
The Four Seasons. 
Simplicity. 
The Gathering of the Clans. 
Napoleon at St. Helena. 
The Calculation. 
The Surprize Party. 
The Four Kings. 
The Clock. 
The Garden. 
The Queen's Audience 
The Phalanx. 
The Idle Ycar. 
The Chameleon. 
La Belle Lucie. 
The Shamrocks. 
The House in the Wood. 
The House on the Hill. 
The Grand Duchess. 
The Constitution, 
The Beleaguered Castle. 

The Citadel. 
The Exiled Kings. 
Penelope's Web. 
Napoleon's Square. 
The Court Yard. 
The Windmill. 
Leoni's Own. 
La Nivernaise. 
The Four Corners. 
The Baker's Dozen. 
The Salic Law. 
The Sultan of Turkey. 
The Fortress. 
The Hemispheres. 
The Elevens. 
The Chester Game. 
The Shah of Persia. 
The Empress of India. 
The Zodiac. 
The Blockade. 
The Besieged City. 
The Fourleens. 

Each game is carefully and lucidly described, with the distinctive rules to 
be observed and hints as to the best means of success in play. The Tab
leaux furnish efficient aid in rendering the disposition of the cards neces
sary to each game plain and easily comprehensible. The difficulty 
usually attending descriptions of intricate games is reduced, as far as 
possible, by precision in method and terseness of expression in the text, 
and the illustrations serve to dispel any possible ambiguity that might 
be unavoidable without their aid. The work is attractive in style and 
elegant in execution, and will prove an interesting companion for many 
a solitary hour. Quarto. 143 pages. Board cover 75 cts. 
Cloth $ 1 . 0 0 . 

Dick's Parlor Exhibitions, and How to Make them Suc
cessful. Containing complete and detailed directions for preparing and 
arranging Parlor Exhibitions and Amateur Performances. It includes, 

Tableaux Vivants, 
Living Portraits, 
Living Statuary, 
Dame History's Peep Show. 
Shadow Pantomimes. 

Popular Ballads illustrated by ap
propriate action. 

Charades of all kinds, 
Parlor Pantomimes, 
Punch and Judy, 

AND FIFTY OTHER DIVERTING PARLOR PASTIMES AND AMUSEMENTS. 
It contains also a full Catalogue of the celebrated " ART EXHIBITION and 

a practical treatise on the wonderful SCIENCE OF SECOND-SIGHT, by the aid 
of which all the startling effects and achievements of second-sight may 
be performed by any one possessing a tolerably retentive memory. 

This work is thoroughly practical and gives the fullest instructions for pre-
paring and lighting the stage, the construction of the FRAMES FOR LIVING 
PORTRAITS, and shows how each performance can be presented with com
plete success. It is illustrated with numerous engravings explaining the 
text. 150 pages, paper cover 3 0 cts. 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts. 
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Allyn's Ritual Of Freemasonry. Containing a complete Key 
to the following Degrees: Degree of Entered Apprentice; Degree of Fel
low Craft; Degree of Master Mason; Degree of Mark Master; Degree of 
Past Master; Degree of Excellent Master; Degree of Royal Arch; Royal 
Arch Chapter; Degree of Royal Master; Degree of Select Master; Degree 
of Super-Excellent Master; Degree of Ark and Dove; Degree of Knights 
of Constantinople; Degree of Secret Monitor; Degree of Heroine of Jeri 
cho; Degree of Knights of Three Kings; Mediterranean Pass; Order of 
Knights of the Red Cross; Order of Knights Templar and Knights of 
Malta; Knights of the Christian Mark, and Guards of the Conclave; 
Knights of the Holy Sepulchre; The Holy and Thrice Illustrious Order of 
tho Cross; Secret Master; Perfect Master; Intimate Secretary; Provost 
and Judge; Intendant of the Buildings, or Master in Israel; Elected 
Knights of Nine; Elected Grand Master; Sublime Knights Elected; 
Grand Master Architect; Knights of the Ninth Arch; Grand Elect; Per
fect and Sublime Mason. Illustrated with 38 copper plate engravings. 
By Avery Allyn, K. R. C. K. T. K. M., etc. 12mo, cloth $5.00. 

Lester's " Look to the East." (Webb Work.) A Ritual of 
the First Three Degrees of Masonry. Containing the complete work oi 
the Entered Apprentice, Fellow Craft and Master Mason's Degrees, and 
their Ceremonies, Lectures, etc. Edited by Ralph P. Lester. This com
plete and beautiful Pocket Manual of the First Three Degrees of Masonry 
is printed in clear, legible type and not obscured by any attempts at 
cypher or other perplexing contractions. It differs entirely from all 
other Manuals, from the fact that it contains neither the passwords, grips, 

• nor any other purely esoteric matter, with which Masons, and Masons 
only, are necessarily entirely familiar. It affords, therefore, a thorough 
guide to the regular " work" in the above degrees, divested of everything 
that any member of the Fraternity would object to see in print, or hesi
tate to carry in his pocket. Bound in cloth §2.00. 
Leather tucks (pocket book style), gilt edges $2.50. 

Courtship Made Easy; or, The Art of Making Love Fully 
Explained. Containing full directions for Conducting a Courtship with 
Ladies of every age and position in society, and valuable information for 
persons who desire to enter the marriage state. Also, forms of Love let
ters to be used on certain occasions. 64 pages 14 cts. 

How Gamblers Win; or the Secrets of Advantage Hay
ing Exposed. Being a complete and scientific exposé of the manner of 
playing all the numerous advantages in the various Card Games, as prac
tised by professional gamblers. This work is designed as a warning to 
self confident card-players. Bound in boards, with cloth back. . . .50 cts. 

Row's Complete Fractional Ready Reckoner. For buying 
and selling any kind of merchandise, giving the fractional parts of a 
pound, yard, etc., from one-quarter to one thousand, at any price from 
one-quarter of a cent to five dollars. By Nelson Row. 36mo, 232 pages. 
Boards 50 cts. 

Row to Talk and Debate; or, Fluency of Speech Attained 
without the Sacrifice of Elegance and Sense. A useful hand-book on 
Conversation and Debate 12 cts. 

Boxing Made Easy; or, The Complete Manual of Self-
Defense. Clearly Explained and Illustrated in a Series of Easy Lessons, 
with some Important Hints to Wree tlers - 15 cts. 
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What Shall We Do To-Night? or, Social Amusements for 
Evening Parties. This elegant book affords an almost inexhaustible fund of 
amusement for evening parties, social gatherings and all festive occasions, 
ingeniously grouped together so as. to furnish complete and ever-varying 
entertainment for Twenty-six evenings. Its repertoire embraces all the best 
-round and forfeit games, clearly described and rendered perfectly plain by 
original and amusing examples, interspersed with a great variety of ingenious 
puzzles, entertaining tricks and innocent sells; new and original Musical 
and Poetical pastimes, startling illusions and mirth-provoking exhibi
tions; including complete directions and text for performing Charades, 
Tableaux, Parlor Pantomimes, the world-renowned Punch and Judy, Gal-
lanty Shows and original Shadow-pantomimes; also, full information for the 
successful performance of Dramatic Dialogues and Parlor Theatricals, with 
a selection of Original Plays, etc., written expressly for this work. It is em 
bellished with over one hundred descriptive and explanatory engravings, 
and contains 366 pages, printed online toned paper. Extra cloth. ..$2.00 

The Secret Out; or, 1,000 Tricks with Cards, and Other 
Recreations. Illustrated with over 300 engravings. A book which ex
plains all the Tricks and Deceptions with Playing Cards ever known, and 
gives, besides, a great many new ones. The whole being described so care
fully, with engravings to illustrate them, that anybody can easily learn how 
to perform them. This work also contains 240 of the best Tricks of Legerde* 
main, in addition to the Card Tricks. Such is the unerring process of in
struction adopted in this volume, that no reader can fail to succeed in ex
ecuting every Trick, Experiment, Game, etc., set down, if he will at all de
vote his attention, in his leisure hours, to the subject; and, as almost every 
trick with cards known will be found in this collection, it may be considered 
the only complete work on the subject ever published. 
12mo, 400 pages, bound in cloth, gilt side and back .$1,50 

The Magician's Own Book; or, The Whole Art of Con
juring. A complete hand-book of Parlor Magic, containing over a thou
sand Optical, Chemical, Mechanical, Magnetic and Magical Experiments. 
Amusing Transmutations, Astonishing Sleights and Subtleties, Celebrated 
Card Deceptions, Ingenious Tricks with Numbers, curious and entertaining 
Puzzles, the Art of Secret Writing, together with all the most noted tricks 
of modern performers. Illustrated with over 500 wood-cuts, the whole 
forming a comprehensive guide for amateurs. 12mo, cloth, gilt $1,50 

The Sociable; or, One Thousand and One Home Amuse-
ments. Containing Acting Proverbs. Dramatic Charades, Acting Cha
rades or Drawing-room Pantomimes, Musical Burlesques, Tableaux Vivants, 
Parlor Games, Games of Action, Forfeits. Science in Sport and Parlor 
Magic, and choice collection, of curious Mental ana mechanical Puzzles, 
etc. Illustrated with numerous engravings and diagrams. The whole be 
ing a fund of never-ending entertainment. 376 pages,cloth, gilt 

Confectioner's Hand Book, Giving plain and practical 
directions for making Confectionery. Containing upwards of three hun
dred Recipes, consisting of directions for making all sorts of Candies, 
Jellies, Comfits, Preserves. Sugar Boiling, Iced Liquors, Waters, Gum, 
Paste and Candy Ornaments, Syrups, Marmalades, Essences, Fruit 
Pastes, Ice Creams, Icings, Meringues, Chocolates, etc., etc. A complete 
Hand-Book of the Confectioner's Art. Price 25cts. 

Howard's Book of Love-Poetry. -A Curious and Beautiful 
Collection of Tenderly Delicate, Sweetly Pathetic and Amusingly Quizzi
cal Poetical Love-Addresses containing a large number of the most ad
mired selections from the leading Poets, suitable for quotations in Love 
Letters, and applicable to all phases and contingencies incident to the 
tender passion. 141 pages. Price , . 25cts. 



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed. 

Brisbane's Golden Ready-Beckoner. Calculated in Dollars 
and Cents. Showing at once the amount or value of any number of ar
ticles or quantity of goods, or any merchandise, either by gallon, quart, 
pint, ounce, pound, quarter, hundred, yard, foot, inch, bushel, etc., in an 
easy and plain manner. To which are added Interest Tables, calculated 
in dollars and cents, for days and for months, at six per cent, and at seven 
per cent, per annum, alternately; and a great number of other Tables 
and Rules for calculation never before in print. Bound in boards.35 cts. 

How to Cook Potatoes, Apples, Eggs and Fish, Four 
Hundred Different Ways. Our lady friends will be surprised when 
they examine this book, and find the great variety of ways that the same 
article may be prepared and cooked. The work especially recommends 
itself to those who are often embarrassed for want of variety in dishes' 
suitable for the breakfast-table, or on occasions where the necessity arises 
for preparing a meal at short notice. Paper covers 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 Cts. 

The Science Of Self-Defense. Illustrated with explanatory 
engravings. This book was written by Ned Price, the celebrated boxer, 
and is the best work that was ever written upon the subject of Sparring 
and Wrestling. It contains all the tricks and stratagems resorted to by 
professional boxers, and the descriptions of the passes, blows and parries 
are all clearly explained by the aid of numerous diagrams and engravings. 
That portion of the work which treats on wrestling is particularly thor
ough, and is well illustrated with engravings. Bound in boards. .75 cts. 

Richardson's Monitor of Freemasonry. A complete Guide 
to the various Ceremonies and Routine in Freemasons' Lodges, Chapters, 
Encampments, Hierarchies, etc., in all the Degrees, whether Modern, An
cient, Ineffable, Philosophical or Historical. Containing, also, the Lec
tures, Addresses,Charges, Signs, Tokens, Grips, Passwords, Regalias and 
Jewels in each Degree. Profusely illustrated with Explanatory Engrav
ings, Plans of the interior of Lodges, etc. 185 pages, paper covers.. 75 cts. 
Bound in gilt $1.25. 
Bound in leather tucks (pocket-book style) $2,00, 

HOW to Cook and How to Carve- Giving plain and easily 
understood directions for preparing and cooking, with the greatest econ
omy, every kind of dish, with complete instructions for serving the same. 
This book is just the thing for a young Housekeeper. It is worth a dozen 
of expensive French books. Paper covers 30 cts. 
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts. 

The American Home Cook Book. Containing several hun
dred excellent recipes. The whole based on many years' experience of an 
American Housewife, Illustrated with engravings. All the recipes in 
this book are written from actual experience in Cooking. Paper. .30 cts. 
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts. 

The Yankee Cook Book. -A- new system of Cookery. Con
taining hundreds of excellent recipes from actual experience in Cooking; 
also, full explanations in the art of Carving. 126 pages, paper covers.30 cts. 
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts. 

Morgan's Freemasonry Exposed and Explained. Showing 
the Origin, History and Nature of Masonry, and containing a Key to all 
the Degrees of Freemasonry. Giving a clear and correct view of the man
ner of conferring the different degrees, as practised in all Lodges.. 25 cts. 
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DICK'S 
ENCYCLOPEDIA 

Practical Receipts and Processes, 
PRINTED ON FINE TONED PAPER. 

CONTAINING 6,422 PRACTICAL RECEIPTS, 
Written, in a plain and popular manner, and illustrated, with, explanatory 

wood-cuts. Being a comprehensive Book of Reference for the Merchant, 
'Manufacturer, Artisan. Amateur and Housekeeper, embracing valuable in
formation in the Arts, Professions, Trades, Manufactures, including Medi
cine, Pharmacy and Domestic Economy. It is certainly the most useful 
book of reference for practical information, pertaining to the wants of every
day life ever printed. THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN says: " It is worthy of a 
place in the library of any home, work-shop, factory or laboratory." Promi
nent among the immense mass of subjects treated of in the book, are the 
following: 

The Art of Dyeing ; 
Hard, Soft and Toilet Soaps; 
Tanning; 
Distillation; 
Imitation Liquors; 
Wvnes, Cordials and Sitters; 
Cider? 
Brewing; 
Perfumery; 
Cologne Water and Perfumed Spirits; 
Flavoring Essences, etc.; 
Cosmetics; 
Hair Dyes and Washes; 
Pomades and Perfumed Oils; 
Tooth Powders, etc.; 
Syrups; 
Alcohol and Alcoholmetry; 
Petroleum and Kerosene; 
Bleaching and Cleaning; . 
Scouring and Cleansing; 
"Vinegar; 
Sauces, Catsups and Pickles; 
Receipts for the Garden,-
To Remove Stains, Spots, etc.; 
The Extermination of Vermin; 
Pyrotechny and Explosives; 

Cements, etc. ; 
Soluble Glass; 
Waterproofing; 
Artificial Gems; 
Inks and Writing Fluids; 
Aniline Colors; 
liquid Colors; 
Paints and Pigments; 
Drying Oils and Dryers; 
Painting and Paper-hanging; 
Kalsomine and Whitewash; 
Oil and Spirit Varnishes; 
Varnishing and Polishing; 
Lubricators; 
Japanning and Lacquering; 
Boot and Harness Blanking; 
Photography; 
Metals and Alloys: 
Soldering and Welding; 
Amalgams; 
Gilding, Silverinq, etc,; 
Electrotyping, Electroplating, etc. 
Medicinal Preparations; 
Patent Medicines; 
Medical Receipts; 
Weights and Measures. 

607 pages, royal octavo, cloth $5.00 
Sheep 6.00 

DICK & FITZGERALD. Publishers, 
Box 2 9 7 5 . NEW YORK. 

Agents Wanted to Canvass for this Work. 



GOOD BOOKS 
Sent Free of Postage at the Prices Marked. 

Barber's Book of American *Beady-Made Speeches 50 cts. 
Dick's Quadrille Call-Book and Ball-Boom Prompter 50 " 
The American Hoyle; or, Gentleman's Hand-Book of Games. By 

"Trumps," 2 00 " 
The Art and Etiquette of Making Love 50 " 
How to Amuse an Evening Party 30 " 
Frost's Etiquette of American Society 50 " 
Frost's Original letter-Writer 50 " 
North's Book of love-tetters. — . 50 " 
How to Shine in Society 25 " 
Dick's Recitations and Readings 30 " 
Frost's Humorous Dialogues 30 " 
The Banjo, and How to Play It 50 " 
Day's Bookkeeping without a Master 60 " 
Thimm's French Self-Taught 25 " 
Thimm's German Self-Taught 25 " 
Thimm's Spanish Self-Taught 25 " 
How to Learn the Sense of 3,000 French Words in One Hour .-25 " 
How to Speak in Public 25 " 
Jack Johnson's Jokes for the Jolly 25 " 
The Tramp and his Tricks ..26 " 
The Modern Hoyle's Games - 50 " 
How Gamblers Win 50 " 
Kavanaugh's Humorous Dramas for Private Theatricals 60 " 
100 Gamblers' Tricks with Cards ...30 " 
Uncle Josh's Trunk-full of Fan 15 " 
Spayth's American Draught-Player 3 00 " 
Marache's Manual of Chess 50 " 
The Amateur Trapper and Trapmaker's Guide 50 " 
How to Write a Composition .50 " 
The Young Debater and Chairman's Assistant 50 " 
The Young Reporter; or, How to Write Short-Hand 50 " 
"Look to the East," Masonic, (Webb Work) 2 00 " 
The Yankee Cook-Book 50 " 
How to Mix all Kinds of Fancy Drinks 50 " 
Parlor Tricks with Cards, 70 Engravings 30 " 
Book of 500 Puzzles ...30 " 
Book of Fireside Games 30 " 
How to Conduct a Debate 50 " 
Howard's Book of 1,000 Conundrums .30 " 
The Parlor Magician, 121 Engravings ,. .30 " 
Lander's Exposure of Odd-Fellowship 25 " 
Fontaine's Dream-Book and Fortune-Teller 40 " 
Day's Ready-Reckoner 50 " 
Book of Biddies, and 500 Amusements 30 " 
How to Make and Keep a Vegetable Garden----- 50 " 
Boxing Made Easy - 15 " 
Brudder Bones' Book of Stump-Speeches 30 " 
Send Cash Orders to DICK & FITZGERALD, 
P. O. Box 2975. Publishers, New York. 
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